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PORTSMOUTH:






Hon. GEOKGE E. HODGDON, Mayor.
ALDERMEN.
Ward 1— Ira C. Seymour, Ward 2—Samuel S. Fletcher,
Albion LittletieUl, Michael J. Griffin,
Daniel Casey. ' True W. Priest.
AA^ard 3—Daniel J. Ayers. Ward 4—David Urch,
Henry Wendell.
MP:RC'ER GOODRICH, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCILMEN.
DENNIS J. SULLIVAN, President.
AVard 1—Charles H. Foote, AA^ard 2.—Joseph H. Jameson,
John H. IMcCarthy, Thomas Leary,
Cornelius O'Keefe, James Brougiiton,
Isaac Furber, Dennis J. Sullivan,
Patrick Lindley, George Boss.
Benjamin F. Canney, Daniel P. Pendexter.
Ward 3—Michael F. Canty, ' Ward 4—Rufus M. Adams, 2d.
Bartholomew Flynn, Jr. Daniel N. Cox.
Henry M. Gregg,
Thomas J. Goodwin.
CHARLES E. SENTER, Clerk.
ASSESSORS OF TAXES.
Samuel Maddock, Theodore G. Perkins, Charles H. Garrett,
John Conlon, AVilliam AV. Cotton, Gideon H. Rundlett, James
Douglas, William P. Bennett, Stephen A. Preble.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
Chairman, the Mayor, ex-officio, Charlie M. Newton, How-
ard S. Laskey, George W. Scott, Freeman Pearson.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
George E. Hodgdou, Chairman. Charles H. Morss, Secretary
.
Charles A. Sinclau-, Calvin Page, William W. Cotton,
Andrew P. Wendell. Term expires, August 1889.
Alfred Gooding, John J. Laskey, Henry E. Hovey. Richard
I. Walden. Term expires, August 1890.
David Ureh, Ira C. Seymour, Winthrop Hoyt, Charles E.
Batchelder. Terra expires, August 1891.
SuperUdendent of Schools, Charles H. Morss.
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY.
President, the Mayor, ex-officio.
Three Years—Mr.ry ¥.. Prescott and William H. Sise.
Two Years—Erank Jones and Erauees A. Mathes.
One Year—Mary A. Eoster and Pxlward P. Kimball.
Dennis J. Sullivan. President of Common Council.
Charles A. Hazlett and William G. Billings.
Treasurer, Edward P. Kimball.
Librarian, Robert l\. Rich.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Engineer, Herbert A. Marden.
First Assistant Engineer, George A. Jackson.
Assistant Engineers, Willard M. Gray, Willaid J. Sampson,
James E. Shannon.
derk oj Fire Department, Samuel R. Gardner.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm Telegrapli, Willier I. Trafton.
POLICE.
Jastirp of J'olice Court, Charles E. P>atchelder.
Si)eci(d ,flist ice. Marcellus Bufford.
City Solicitor, Samuel W. Emery.
City Marshal. Jefferson C. Rowe.
Assistant Marshals, Ereeman H. Peverly, Daniel J. Hurley.
Captain of Night Police, Ozro J. Hobbs.
Watchmen, Constables cmd Police Officers, Richard D. Smart,
Robert A. Stott, James Kehoe, Daniel J. Lynch, Albert S.
Eastman, Cornelius Reagan and Cornelius C^uinn.
Supernumerary Watchmen, John S. Wendell, John H. Carl-
ton. Samuel H. Alley. James Carey, Joseph Hutton, Sheldon
r>. Lurvev, Geo. W.W. Gove, Warren O. Lear, Thomas Jones,
Daniel Collins, Tiniotliy Hennessey, John TiiiiitM- and Cliailes
S. Broughton.
OTHER CITY OFFICERS.
City Treasurer, Samnel P. Treadwell.
City Collector, John J. Laskey.
City Messertrjer, Samnel R. Gardner.
Street Commissioner, William G. Marshall.
Superintendent of Goodwin Park, jNIarcellns P^ldredge.
City Physician, Henry F. Clark.
Superintendent of City Farm, William H. Seymonr.
Board of Health,, llenvy F. Clark, John J. (Jrogan, Joseph
C- Mnchmore, William Hampshire.
Harbor Master, El)enezer G. Adams.
Port Wardens, Daniel Littlefield, Howell C. Russell, John
IS. Vogler.
Lot Layer, Alfred C. Hoyt.
Surveyors of Highways, District 1, Charles A. Garland;
District 2, Hiram Chase; District 3, Frank G. Sherburne;
District 4, Washington I. Drake ; District 5, Samuel Langdon ;
District 6, Frank H. Seavey.
Lispector uf Petroleum, Frank Horrocks.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, John H. Wells.
Keeper of Pound, James Douglas.
Keeper of Powder Magazine, Andrew P. Wendell.
Fence Vieivei's, Jefferson C. Rowe, Abram S. Waldron,
Nathaniel K. Raynes.
Lamplighters, Samuel Webber, William P. Gardner.
Fish and Game Wardens, A. B. Sherburne, Chas. E. Grover,
True W. Priest.
Weighers, Hiram F. Williams, James M. Salter, Edward
Newman, Otis F. Philbrick, William P. Pickett, Arthur W.
Walker, Soloman Seymour, Gardner J. Greenleaf, Abram vS.
Waldron, John E. Dimick, Frank Langle}'.
Measurers of Wood, Benjamin M. Parker, Daniel Littlefield,
Hiram F. Williams, Otis F. Philbrick, Arthur W. Walker,
Charles E. Walker, James S. Wood, Frederick W. Rogers,
William P. Pickett.
Surveyors of Lumber, Benjamin M. Parker, Thos. E. Call,
Jr., Daniel Littlefield, Frank Sides, John H. Locke.
Lispectors of Flour, John Parkins, James W. Sowersby and
Henry A. Yeaton.
INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS.
Ward 1—William E. Littlefield, James Quinn. Ward 2—
Charles H. Downs, Joseph Jameson. Ward 3—Daniel J.




^Vard 1.—Charlie U. Newton, William Movrissey.
Charles
A. Garland. _ . . i, ^^
^Vard •>—John S. Frisbee. Orwin GritHn, Benjamin
Kussell.
Ward 3—James G. Locke, Frank G. Sherburne, John Jones.
Ward 4—Willard M. Gray, Herman A. Brackett, Albert F.
Grover.
MODERATORS.
Ward 1—John S. AVhidden. Ward 2-Richard T Call.
Ward 3—Ira G. Eastman. Ward 4—Horace W. Gray.
WARD CLERKS.
Ward 1—Joseph F. Sullivan. Ward 2—Walter H.Page.
AVaid 3—Daniel D. Waldron. Ward 4—Charles E. Senter.
Inaugui^al 'MDBESS
OF
Hon. GEORGE E. HODGDON, Mayor.
AUGUST 14th, 1888.
Oextlemex of the City Councils :
In assuiuiug for a second term the duties of Chief Execu-
tive officer of this municipality, I cannot forbear expressing
ray sincere acknowledgements to m^^ fellow-citizens for the
bestowal of their confidence, in again selecting me by an ex-
ceptionally large majority of their suffrages, for this honorable
and responsible position.
Encouraged by this manifestation of their approval of my
past official service, and animated with a desire for the ad-
vancement of the interests of our beautiful city and the welfare
of her people, I enter upon the discharge of my duties with
renewed energy and zeal.
A custom, as old as our charter, makes it incumbent on me
at this time to communicate to you the present condition of
our municipal affairs, and to recommend such measures for
your consideration as the interests of the city seem to demand.
This will necessarily require to a certain extent a brief re-
view of the work of the year just closed, supplemented with
suggestions relative to the labor that is before us.
First among the matters which should attract the attention
of a prudent people is the condition of their
The bonded debt of the city is $137,500. Of this amount
!$50,000 is payable Jan. 1, 1889. It will be for you to con-
sider and determine a suitable plan for meeting this indebted-
jiess.
My predecessor in his lirst message to the City Councils,
recommended that a portion of the stock in the Portsmouth &
Dover Raih'oad belonging to the city be sold, and the proceeds
applied to this purpose, a suggestion which I deem worthy of
your careful consideration. Should you decide to again fund
this debt for the full amount of the bonds for a term of years,
the credit of the Cit}- will enable you to secure the loan at a
greatly reduced rate of interest, and would result in a decrease
of one thousand dollars in the annual interest account of the
City.
The amount appropriated by the City Councils for the year
ending December 31, 1888 is |l36, 095.70. The most import-
ant items being as follows :





Police and Watch 7,000.00
Interest ('.,200.00
Salaries 5,700.00
Discount oil Taxes 5,000.00
Support of the Poor 4,500.00
Kepairs on Koads and Brido;es 2,800.00
Iniproveraents on Sagamore Road 2,500.00
Dedication of Soldiers and Sailofs Monument 2,500.00
Improvements at Goodwin Park 2,000.00
Kent and Repairs of School Houses 1,500.00
Public Library 1,250.00
Sewers 1,000.00
To meet these expenditures, the city depends upon its ap-
portionment of the State insurance, railroad and saving's bank
taxes (amounting for the year 1887 to $28,869.24) and the
amount realized from taxation.
The tax levy for the present year is $116,069.77 against
$111,806.68 for 1887. The advance is due to an addition of
$7,261.36 to our State and County taxes. Notwithstanding
this increase the erection of new dwellings, the enlargement of
our manufacturing industries and the consequent increase in
population, have so enhanced the valuation of the cit\' that the
assessors were able to return an increase of $283,591.00 in the
taxable propert}' of the City, and the burden of taxation has
been diminished.








At the beginning of the year, January 1, 1888, the city
treasurer bad on band a
Cash balance of S25J49.59
Receipts to August 11 152,616.65
178,366.24
Expenditures to August 11 124,998.66
Cash on hand to August II 53,367.58
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
This important branch of tbe public service still maintains
the excellent standard which it has attained in former years;
its equipment has recently been strengthened by the purchase
of two thousand feet of extra hose, a deficiency for some time
existing.
I feel assured that under the direction of the present board
of engineers our fire department is in a state of preparation
for the most efficient work, so far as its membership and ap-
paratus are concerned.
The supply of water however in some localities is inadequate
and in others entirel}' wanting for the extinguishment of fires
occurring therein. Upon this subject I will reiterate the
recommendations which I made one 3'ear ago to the late city
councils, earnestly hoping they will receive your early and fa-
vorable consideralion : that the reservoirs on Haymarket and
Market squares, which can be exhausted by a single steamer in
less than two hours, should be connected by larger feeding
pipes with the main pipes of the Portsmouth Aqueduct. A
reservoir should be located on Court place between Court and
State streets ; and another on Cabot or Rockingham streets to
be connected with the large reservoir on Dover street belong-
ing to the Portsmouth Aqueduct Co.
I would also recommend that a large reservoir be co.istructed
on the low land near Miller avenue. This could be done at a
comparatively small expense and readily supplied with water
from local springs, which would protect a large and rapidly
growing section of the city, at present entirely unprovided with
water for the extinaruishment of fires
Within the limits of our city there are about fifty-six miles
of streets and roads, most of which are constantly travelled by
the public, and many of them are made on soil naturally un-
fitted for their construction, or narrowed on their margins by
ledges which also in numerous places protrude through the
road beds. To keep them all in such a condition as the public
now demand, is almost impossible with any reasonable appro-
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priiitiou, and good judgment should therefore be exercised in
the management of this alwa\'s expensive department.
The expenditures upon our thoroughfares during the past
year have been unusually large, caused by the heavy snow
storms of winter, and the extent of the repairs and permanent
improvements which have been made on them. Among the
improvements in our public streets I would name in particular
Water street so long avoided b}- the travelling public by reason
of the rough and uneven cobble stones with which it was paved
many 3'ears ago. This street has been covered from its junc-
tion with State street to Libert}- bridge with crushed and pul-
verized stone, a work completed in a most thorough and satis-
factory manner. I would advise that the remainder of this
street during the vear be covered with the same material.
SACJAMORE ROAD.
In the month of February last a petition signed by promi-
nent residents and tax-payers was presented to the board of
ma3-or and aldermen for the widening and straightening of
Sagamore road north of the Creek and the reconstruction of
Sagamore bridge.
To properly comply with the request of the petitioners and
render the road and bridge couA-enient and safe for the passage
of vehicles of all kinds, required that a new bridge should be
constructed eight feet higher above the water, with a corres-
ponding raising of the grade of the road abutting, and also on
the eastern margin of the road it was necessary to cut away
and remove a ledge nearly three hundred feet in length with an
average width of twenty-tive feet and heiglit of twelve feet.
The board upon the examination of the proposed improve-
ment were unanimously of the opinion that the petition should
be granted and accordingly work was commenced on the nine-
teenth of April and so far advanced that on the thirtieth of
June the road and bridge were opened to the public.
The expense of an improvement of such a magnitude has
necessarily been considerable, yet the labor was performed by
our own citizens, and the money, with the exceptiou of that
expended for the material used in the construction of the bridge
has remained in the city. When we consider that this road is
the shortest route to that part of the seashore which has in re-
cent years become a favorite summer resort, and that for at
least three months in the year, it has much the largest share of
the travel to and from the business portion of our city, togeth-
er with the remarkable improvement effected in the appearance
and convenience of this thoroughfare by reason of the work ac-
complished, I believe any fair minded citizen will say that
the money has been wisely expended.
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SLBUUBAN HKJHWAYS.
Our siibtul):ui highways are allotted into six districts, each
under the management of a surveyor.
While this system may [)erhai)S be well adapted to sparsely
settled towns through which there is but comparatively a small
amount of travel, our suburban roads are in constant use, and
should conform as far as circumstances will admit to the sys-
tem adopted in the compact part of the city.
I would therefore suggest the enactment of an ordinance ex-
tending the jurisdiction of the st'eet commissioner over the
present districts of the surveyors, for the reason that the com-
missioner who is supposed to l)e an expert in the art of road
l)uilding may personally direct the work to be performed in the
several districts.
I would not advise that the office of the surve^'ors be abol-
ished, but that they should be subordinate to the street com-
missioner, who should have a general supervision over the en-
tire system of our public highways.
The cit\' is unprovided with any regular system of sewerage
and consequently is freed from tlie heav}- bonded ol)ligations
of that class, which so largely swell the liabilities of other
cities of an equal size.
The modern improvements of late 3-ears so extensively intro-
duced into our buildings of all kinds, have so much increased
the amount of waste water for which there is no sufficient out-
let, that petitions are frequently ])efore the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, for the construction or enlargement of public
sewers in various sections of the city.
This important subject upon which is so greatly depending
the health and comfort of our community is deserving of your
careful attention.
The police force, as at present constituted, consists of one
marshal or chief, two assistant marshals, one night captain,
seven night patrolmen and twelve supernumerary otficers.
There are also nine special officers without pay, who are per-
manently stationed in different parts of the city.
During the past year a new system of regulations for the
government of the force has been adopted, by the rigid enforce-
ment of which, I am pleased to state, it has become a model of
discipline and efficiency.
The chief and his subordinates have been untiring in their
efforts to preserve the good order of the city, and to protect
the property of her citizens.
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No stronger comraeudation of the vigilance and efficienc}
of the police department can be given than the fact, that dur-
ing the entire year there has not been a single case of robbery
reported in our community, and only one of burglary, the cul-
prit being soon after arrested by our officers, and all the prop-
erty stolen restored to the owner.
STREET LIGHTS.
The city is at present lighted by 25 gas, 113 uaptha and 51
electric lights, at an annual cost of about $7000.
The electric lights are furnished by a conti-act made with the
Portsmouth.Electric Light Company .in Sep.tember,.1886, at the
rate of .$100 annually per light. This contract will expire in
September, 1889. I am of the opinion, from information ob-
tained from various sources, that the amount per light is much
larger than is now paid by other cities ; before the expiration
of the contract and during the current year, some measures
should be taken for a reduction of the rate now paid.
A Board of Instruction consisting of the Mayor as chairman
ex-officio, and twelve members elected for a term of three
years by the Board of Ma3'or and Aldermen, are vested by the
city charter with the exclusive control of our public schools.
It is our duty however to appropriate the money required for
their support and provide suitable buildings for the accommo-
dation of the pupils.
One item of expenditure connected with this department,
should demand your attention, it is the large sums of money
annually paid for repairs on our antiquated school houses.
This has been an incessant drain upon the city treasury, with
little or no prospect of any cessation in the future and amount-
ing during the last twenty years to upwards of fifty thousand
dollars. To obviate in a measure this constant outlay and to
meet the necessities of the present generation, I would recom-
mend the erection of one centrally located school building of
brick and stone, of sufficient capacity to seat five hundred
scholars, at an expense not to exceed thirty thousand dollars,
a part of which might be derived from the sale of the school
houses on State, School and Hanover streets, which have
become unsuited for school purposes.
I would also recommend that the lease of the academy build-
ing be terminated, which can be done at the option of the city
upon one year's notice to the lessors. The annual amount
of the rental ($450) would pay one-third of the interest
on the cost of a new structure.
Such a building as I have indicated for construction would
be both an ornament to our city and afford to our youth educa-
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tional facilities equal to those of other cities, which, I regret
to admit, we are at present far behind.
The fact that two of the school houses whicli I have men-
tioned arc now under indictment by the grand jury of this
county as common nuisances, certainly reflects upon the repu-
tation' of our city, and should prompt us to an immediate con-
sideration of the proposition which I have advanced.
PLHLIC I.IHUAUV.
The utility of the Public Library as an auxiliary to our
schools in the cause of education is so clearly manifest that
any suggestions of ray own, commending it to your generous
and cordial support, would be superfluous. By the provisions
of the city ordinances, while this institution is under the man-
agement of a board of trustees, the appropriations for its main-
tainance comes from the city councils. The number of volumes
in the library exceeds eight thousand, and are increasing year
by year, through the generosity of private individuals and leg-
acies of deceased residents.
crrv FAUM.
The City Farm is now reduced to forty-six acres of valualtle
land ; its extensive buildings, inside, are generally in a dilap-
idated condition, and are much larger than necessary for tlie
accommodation of the present small number of inmates. Un-
der the careful management of the present superintendent the
income derived from the farm has been in excess of the expen-
ditures, and so long as the city is not subjected to any expense
in holding this property I would not advise its sale.
The unfortunate poor are always the worthy subjects of our
public charities, and liberal provision should be made to relieve
the distress of those living among us whom misfortune has de-
prived of the comforts and necessaries of life.
GOODWIN PAKK.
On the Fourth of July last there was unvailed and presented
by the contributions of our citizens to the city an elegant mon-
ument of bronze zinc, erected in Goodwin Park to commemo-
rate the services of the sons of Portsmouth who participated in
the war for the preservation of the Union.
The grounds of the park, altliough graded, are not at the
present time arranged in a manner to correspond with the im-
posing structure which they surround. As this park, by reason
of the l)eautiful and historic memorial which adorns it, will be
largely frequented by our residents and visitors from abroad.
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I would suggest that the park commissioner be authorized to
complete the arrangement of the grounds as soon as practicable.
CONCLUSIOX.
The exposition of our municipal affairs on an occasion of
this kind must of necessity be brief. I have, therefore, re-
viewed before you and in a general manner those topics only
which involve the leading public interests committed to our
care.
And now, gentlemen, as we enter upon the discharge of the
duties of the several positions to which we have been assigned
by the will of the people, let us remember that we are their
sworn Mgents, and that all our official acts must be subjected
to their revision and judgment. To meet their unqualified ap-
proval should therefore be our constant aim and purpose ; with
this object attained, we may conscientiously feel at the expira-
tion of our official term, that our labors to advance the pros-
perity and welfare of our city have not been in vaiii.
Receipts and Expenditures
TENDER THE SUPERVISIOX OF
The Maijoi' and MH of AldeMen,
For the Yedv Eadl,t<j Bec-emher 31, 18S8.
EXPENDITURES.
State Tax.
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treasurer $20,1 15 00
County Tax.
Paid Thomas E. Call, .Jr., County Treasurer, 17,911 7'J
Interest.
Paid Coupons Go20 00
Paid Interest on Haven Fund 83 40
Paid Interest on .Jones Fund 30 00
Paid Interest on DeMeritt Fund 30 00
Paid Interest on temporary loan 546 50
Less interest received on deposit 29G 17





George E. Hodgdon, Mavor $500 00
Mercer Goodrich, Citv Clerk 1000 00
Charles E. Batchelder, Police Justice 6.50 00
.Jefferson C. Rowe, City Marshal 800 00
William G. Marshall, Street Commissioner 800 00
Samuel R. Gardner, City Messenger 600 00
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Samuel W. Emery, City Solicitor
Samuel P. Treadwell, City Treasurer
Herbert A. Marden, Chief Engineer




Charles F. Adams, two shoates
Rufus M. Adams, labor
H. W. Akerman. linen bags
Fred Amazeen, labor






R. H. Beacham & Son, man and horse
E. C. Bean, man and oxen
Samuel Blatchford, labor
George Boss, man and horse and stone
James H. Bowles, labor
Nathaniel Brew, labor
George H. Brewster, labor
Joshua Brooks & Co., corn and oats
James Broughton, labor
John H. Broughton, cement, ))ricks and plank
Jefferson Buchanan, labor
Charles Butterfield, labor,
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber
John Callahan, labor
Benjamin F. Canney, man and horse
Charles A. Canney, labor
Cornelius Carey, labor
John Caswell, labor
John W. Caswell, man and horse
William H. Catlin, labor
George Chadwick, labor
Chauncey E. Chapman, labor
City Farm, superintendent of, hay and labor
H. W^. Clapp, iron grates
Moses Clark, straw
Edward D. Cofiin, painting
Charles H. Colbath, stone
J. L. O. Coleman, stone
Peter Collins, man and horse
402 00
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Johu Conlon. liniment '2 70
John Costello, labor 3 50
Thomas Crompton, labor 29 75
Daniel Danielson, labor 8 75
George Danielson. labor 7 87
Jo8€ph Danielson, labor 6 12
William H. Danielson, labor 25 o7
F. W. deRochemont, straw 20 88
James Donovan, labor 3 50
Jerry Donovan, labor 1 75
John Downing, labor 52 !)4
George \V. Dunbar, labor 12 25
John Dver, blacksmith work 98 35
C. R. Edmonds, labor 5 25
James Edwards, labor 9 62
Joseph T. Elliott, labor 31 49
Joseph T. Elliott, Jr., lab,,, 23 50
James F. Elwood, labor 36 75
Bartholomew Falvey, labor 113 75
E. S. Fay, rubber boots 4 50
Flynn Bros., man and hoise 13 50
David Flynn, man and horse 66 37
wSusan Flynn, man and horse 13 50
Thomas Flvnn, labor 4 37
C. H. Foote, labor 382 00
George V . Foote, labc^r 136 47
William H. Foster, labor 21 00
H. J. Freeman, man and horse 28 00
George B. French, blankets 31 32
Henr}' F. Fuller, labor 6 12
Charles A. Garland, labor 28 37
Frank P. Garland, labor 20 50
Harry Garland, labor 11 37
A. Gilchrist, hay 17 64
Mercer Goodrich, time books 40
Chester B. Goodwin, labor 7 87
James Gorman, labor 36 75
Wallace Gove, labor 3 94
William I). Grace, liniment 1 15
G. J. Greenleaf, shoeing horses 30 58
James Griffin, labor 8 75
Michael J. Griffin, man and horse 89 37
Fred J. Haddock, labor 384 00
Josiah Haley, labor 21 00
William Hain. labor 6 87
William Hampshire, lafior 57 75
Patrick Hennessey, labor 56 87
Timothy J. Hennessey, labcx' 319 .'57
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August Hett, man aud horse
John Hickey, labor
Michael Hoffman, labor
Charles E. Holmes, labor
C. N. Holmes, filing saws




John W. Huntress, labor
James Hurlev, labor













John T. Larrabee, Agt., repairing harncsse;
Michael Larey, labor
Leach & Lydston, shoeing hoiftCs
Warren O. Lear, labor
John F. Leavitt, man and horse
Thomas Leber, labor
.lames Linchey, labor








John C. Meloon, labor
Jerry Marden, lal)or
William G. Marshall, expense^
Daniel Mason, horse sled, etc.
N. (t. Mason, hay












v. McGrath, sharpening picks
(Jeorge Mcintosh, labor
J'atrick McLoughlin, la))or
Benj. D. Miller, labor
Miller & Furber, repairs
William Morrissey, man r.nd horfee
A. M. Mor-ison, labor
Henry T. Moulton, man and horse,
Levi Moulton. labor
M. A. Moulton. hay
Frank Mnchmore, labor




('. A. Odiorne, hay
Frank E. Osgood, laVx^r
Charles Parsons, labor
I'ay I'olls laborers and teams
I'hilip Pecunias, labor
Frank Pearson, labor
Estate J. W. Peirce, rent of land rear
house
D. P. Pendexter. repairs
Pendexter & Marden, repairs






Portsmouth A([ueduct Co.. water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas




Portsmouth ^lachinc Co., repairing stone
crusher ;507 28
Andrew P. Preston, liniment 9 90
Michael Quinl;ind. man and horse 29 25
Charles Quinn, labor 2'> 36
Frank Quinn, labor 7 87
John E. (iuinii, labor •'^0 49
'AH4 (JO
20
John D. l{:ind:ilK html dnnniges 10 00
.lohn Hicc, labor 5 25
Hitler »)t Cotton, hardwfiro and toc>ls 65 00
Kienzi Kidge, man and horse 81 24
George IT. Sampson, steam drill 072 00
Zebidon Sanborn, man and horse 4 87
Frank H. Seavey, sharpening tools 8 50
Woodbnrv Seavey, tools 2 25
Ira C. Seymour, blacksmith work 567 70
John Shannon, labor 1 62
William Shannon, stone 18 00
Albert Shedd, man and horsp 9 00
Michael Sheridan, man and horse 37 37
Manuel Silver, labor 13 12
E. F. Sise & Co , coal 49 90
J. G. Sleeper, straw 23 40
George II. Smart, labor 50 62
Kichard D. Smart, labor 7 87
William H. Smart, lalK>r 16 25
Andrew .1. Smith, labor 8 38
Frank Spinney, labor 7 00
Joseph Spvnney, labor 1 75
A. L. Spinney, labor 5 25
John C. Stevens, man and horse 6 50
II. R. Stoddard, man and horse 15 75
John Stover, labor 53 57
Peter Strickland, blankets 24 85
Daniel Sullivan, labor 3 50
John W. Sullivan, labor 111 98
John P. Tibbetts, labor 07 11
A. W. Tibbetts, labor. 4 37
Geeorge A. Trafton, blacksmith work 48 10
A. B. Trefethen, mason work 9 25
.Jaule.s Twombly. labor 293 98
John Twombly, labor 3 50
Joseph Wain, labor 6 12
Samuel Webber, labor 279 11
John H. Wells, oil 3 18
A. P. Wendell & Co.. hardware and took 197 46
John White, labor 90 11
William S. Willey. man and horse 22 10
Albion Wilson, labor 7 87
John Woods, labor 15 87
Reuben Worster. labor 11 37
(Jeorge AVright, labor 61 95




Received from street coinmissioiior
and others 24 ;> 07
Received from overseers of tlie poor l'j'> 00
Received from grading; Water street.
labor and material '22'* 0()
Received from fire department I'.'T OO
Received fiom sidewalks, laljor and
material f.O 00
R<-ceived from scwei's 23 00
Roads.
Arthur Hates, lalior 1") 74
William Bates, man :ind hor.^c 11) 37
Cieorge Bilbruck, •• •• 75 25
Fred J. Boss. •• •• 5 25
(ieorge Boss, •' •• 27 G3
.Fasper Boss, •• •" 47 37
T. E. Call & Son, lumber 31 GO
Frank L. C'arkin, labor 7 50
Levi Carkin, man and horse 13 12
Charles Carr, labor 8 75
A. S. Carroll, labor 4 38
Hiram Chase, man and horse 21 12
Edward W. Clough. man and horse 13 00
(Jeoige A. Clough, man and horse 7 38
Charles H. Coll)ath, man and horse 4 75
Charles Collins, labor 28 62
Peter Collins, labor 21 87
W, J. Cousins, labor 14 00
Charles Cox, labor 87
.John Daily, man and horse 13 50
Patrick Daily, labor 7 00
William H. Demiett. man and hoise 22 75
Henry Dickerson, labor 88
Oscar L. Dorr, lal)or 13 99
William Dow, labor 87
W. I. Drake, man and horse 110 60
Joseph T. Elliott, labor 7 00
Joseph T. Elliott, Jr., labor 4 37
James Elwood, labor 2 62
James T. Evans, labor 2 63
Barthoh^mew Falvey. labor 88
Dyer Foss, man and horse 28 12
Charles Foster, labor 15 75
Joseph P. Foster, labor 12 25
liiirry J. Frecmaii. uirni yiul iiorso .')'.» 84
George Fuller, labor 3 50
Andrew Gardner, lal)or 3 oG
Charles A. Gardner, man and horse 91 62
Frank P. Garland, man and hor^ie 53 74
William Garland, labor 33 24
Allen Greenoiigh. man and horse 22 75
Benj. O. Ham, lal>or 41> 75
Joseph O. Ham. man and horse 81 44
Robert M. Ham, labor 1 75
Sanniel Hanscom, man and hoi'se 39 75
8aJiuiel Hauscora, Jr., lal>Dr 8 31
Charles H. Hayes, man and horse 53 5G
Charles E. Hodgdon, man and horse 29 37
John A. Hodgdon, man and horse 35 62
Joseph R. Holmes, man and horse 105 ()'2
Warren O. Holmes, man and horse 84 91
William J. Holmes, labor 37 81
John W. Huntress, laboi- 1 75
Edmund James, labor 5 25
Albert N. Johnson, labor 2 62
John W. Johnson man and liorse 35 55
Richard Jones, labor 24 50
Charles T. Lang, man and horse 20 87
Thomas M. Lang, man and horse 3 25
Samuel Langdon, man and hor>e 39 59
John H. Lowd, man and horse 28 87
George Mace, labor 2 63
Leander INItice. labor 1 75
Patrick Mahoney. man and hor->e 36 00
Cliarles iNIain, man and horse 12 74
John C. Meloon. hibor 19 26
Freeman H. Marden, man tiiid hoisf 35 75
John C. Marden, man and horse 43 4!*
Joseph P. Marden, labor 5 88
Harry C. Mason, labor 3 50
John Mayers, labor 12 25
John IMcCann. labor 11 3>7'
Patrick McC'ann, lal»or 31 50
Daniel ]\[cC'arth\ , man and horse 23 37
John McCartiiy labor 3-' 50
Michael E. McCarthy man and liorse 80 75
John Meads, lalu.r ' 35 43
C. H. Miller, man and horse 31 00
IJenj. I). ISIillei-, man and horse 78 50
William Mitchell, labor 3 50
William Moles, man and horse 19 75
John Mooiie\. man and horse 29 25
23
Levi Moulton, laV»or
<Teorge A. Mtirrtiy, m:iu and horse
Ebeu Odiorne, man and horse
Charles II. Otis, hibor
John Parnham, la>>or
Horace Pearson, man and horse
George A. Perkins, man and iiorse
Gee Pickering, man and horse
Charles Pratt, labor
Albert M. Pray, man :ind horse
Mayhew Pray, man and. horse
Alonzo R. Rand, man, and horse
Frank Rand, labor
•T. Sullivan Rand, man and horse
William E. Rand, man and horse
Rider & Cotton, hardware
Ann Roach, man and horse
Lewis deRochemont, use of tools
Zebidon Sanborn, use of tooU
F. H. Seavey. man and horse
Hanson W. Seavey, man and horse
William Shannon, labor
Dennis Shea, man and horse
Albert Shedd, man and horse
Andrew Sherburne, man and horse
Frank Sherburne, man and horse
Michael Sheridan, man and horse




13elhi Spinney, man and horse
Alfred Trafton. labor
Ernest Trefethen, labor
Oeorge T. Vaughan. rope
Edward Wade, labor
Percy Wade, labor
Edward Walcott, man and horse
Ralph Walker, man and horse
William W. Webster, labor
James Welch, labor
A. P. Wendell & Co.. hardware
Charles S. Whidden, man and horse
Horace Whidden. man and horse
Langdon AVhidden, man and horse






William S. WilW, man and horse
Ezra H. Winchester, man and horse








William riiinucy 10 00
(ieorgc H. Pickering H 25
Fort.smouth Machine Co. - 38
C. W. Rand H 92
William E. Rand .'{7 00
Rider & Cotton 91 88
(ieorge H. Sampson IS <13
Frank H. Seavev ">" 88
Ira C. Sevmour' 42 59
Albert Shedd 1 7 00
William H. Siuarf 2G 80
K. C. Spinney ^40 00
Daniel Sullivan 7 00
John Thurber 4 37
(ieorge II. Tripp 5 00
A. P. Wendell & Co. 1125 78
William S. Willey 6 00
.John Woods 5 00
17,t;i4 75
Grading Water Street.
.lohn Barrett, labor 19 G9
Jefferson Buchanan, man and horse 6 50
Cornelius Carey, man and horse 14 44
A. P. Carroll, man and horse 13 00
H. W. Clapp & Co., sewer traps 12 60
Peter Collins, man and horse •'• 50
.lohn Costello, labor 24 OC.
William H. Danielson. labor 10 19
Bartholomew Flynn, lal)or 2G 09
David Flynn, man and horse 9 75
William H. Hampshire, labor 5 25
.Tohn W. Hurley, labor 87
Timothy Kiley, labor 25 81
William Lawsoii, laltor 1 75
Michael Leary. labor 23 19
Dennis Lynch, labor 7 00
(Jeorge Meloon, labor 24 00
Alexander Morrison, labor 14 00
Henry T. Moulton man and hor^e 10 25
Fred Newman, labor 8 75
O. F. Philbrick & C'o., coal 3 35
William Phinney, labor 21 44
Michael Sheridan, man and horse 50
(ieorge H. Smart, labor 30 00
Street Department, labor, 225 00
Timothy Sullivan, labor 21 44




Boston and Maine railroad, freight "Jl 0^>
Thomas E. Call & Son, plank ^ 152 77
Edward Kelley, labor 10.". G8
Patrick Killian, labor 54 24
John Leddy & Co.. brick 216 CK)
David Malioney, labor 133 50
Charles H. Mendnm, labor and brick 34 45
Pav rolls, labor 497 73
Silas Philbrick, edge stone 340 21
A. B. Trefetheu. brick 90 00
G«OTge Wright, labor 142 50
Street Department, sand and labor 60 00





John Blute, labor 8 75
H. W. Clapp & Co., sewer tr:i.i)S 4 95
Concord R. R. corporation, freiglit 1 3H
John Dyer, repairs 4 00
Jackson & Co., expressage 25
Daniel Littlefield, sewer pipe 767 42
Pay roll laborers 522 31
Dennis Shea, sewer pipe 109 58
A. B. Trefethen, labor 75 00
Street department 23 00
1516 64
l^ess received for permits to enter 137 00
Burying Grounds.
Thomas Collins, labor 6 13
Michael J. Griffin, labor and material ."89 62
Joseph W. Grover, repairing fences 6 89
Noah Kimball, labor 12 25
Ernest L. Porter, labor 2 63
C. K. Stratton, labor 3 50
Fire Department.
Pay roll Assistant engineers 296 25
" Supplv Wagon C'om{)aiiy 200 00




l':iy roll Sleauier No. ;"> 838 7,")
'"
Steanit-r No. 4 825 42
"• Extinguisher No. ."> 830 00
Extinguisher No. C 330 00
•* Hook and Ladder Company 781 03
"• Engineers, firemen and drivers 1010 00
Washing Ijose 36 00
Danitl W. Adams, labor 2 00
Samuel H. Alley, labor 2 00
American Express Co., expressage 40
American Fire Hose Manfg Co., hose 1205 4!)
Estate U. Blaisdell, lanterns 4 50
Boston and Maine R. R., freight 5 09
Charles E. Boynton, chemicals 14 54
James Broughton, labor 31 00
A. K. Brown, hauling engines, 127 00
William B. Butchers, coats G 00
Chronicle and C4azette Pub. Co., printing 2 00
Vj. W* Cochrane, use of team 00
Conant Rubber Co., coats 18 00
Concord R. R. corporation, freight 12 00
John Conlon, soda 10 35
Daniel N. Cox, labor 5 50
G. H. Downing, extinguisher supplies 5 00
(4eorge Dunbar, packing 4 08
John Dyer, labor 47 75
Charles H. Foote, labor bo 00
George U. Foote, labor 41 40
< ;eorge B. French, blankets 6 40
Frye & Co., expressage 3 95
•Samuel R. Gardner, expressage 2 74
William P. Gardner, ringing bell 8 00
C. P. Garvin, board of band 30^00
Albert Goldthwaite, hauling engine 13 65
Mercer Goodrich, stationery. 2 74
Horace W. Gray, labor ' 1 25
Michael H. Gregg, lal»or 11 50
John Grirtin, hats. 135 45
Fred J. Haddock, labor 29 GO
Henry H. Ham, cleaning clock 4 00
Oliver H. Ham, hauling extinguisher. 39 35
Haverhill Citv Band 157 00
Timothy J. Hennessey, labor 20 00
Hett Bros., hauling engine 32 75
George Hill, chemicals 20
William H. Horn, repairing coats 21 00
Eugene Hoyt. labor 26 00
William Hudson, labor 3 00
28
.lackson & Co., expressage 50
A. 8- Jackson, hose IOC 45
George A. Jackson, labor 27
Abrani Johnson, labor 22 80
(ieorge N. Jones, labor «; .>0
Charles H. Kehoe labor 8 70
.1. T. Larrabee, harness and lepairs 5H oO
Albert Leach, labor 2 00
.Tohn E. Locke, chemicals 12 32
(Jliver H. Locke, 2 00
-Manchester LoOovns&tive Works, repnhs 72«; 2o
Herbert A. Marden, cash paid out 14 20
.Fames McCarthy, labor 20 00
Miller & Furber, repairs Do 74
Simon IL Mills, cart 125 00
S. G. Moran, labor 14 10
Charles A. Neal. labor 8 10
(ieorge E. Odiorne, steward 20 00
Frank Osgood, labor 7 20
D. P. Pendexter, labor 1 00
Pendexter &. Marden, labor CI 78
O. F. Philbrick «)fc Co., coal 210 57
William H. Phinney, labor 12 00
Oliver Pickering, labor 1 05
Chr.rles Pinder, labor 5 00
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water 40 00
Portsmouth Brewing Co.. fire alarm 200 00
Portsmouth Flute and Drum Band 58 00
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas 296 07
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs 01 24
Rider & Cotton, oil, etc. M 50
Charles A. Ridge, labor 2 00
Edwin Rogers, chemicals 28 50
W. .1. Sampson, painting 12 13
Zebnlon Sanboi'n, hauling extinguisher 8 00
Frank IL Seavey, blacksmith work 10 00
Ira C. Seymour, Ijlacksmith work '.! 25
Solomon Sej'mour, ringing bell 10 00
Sheldon Bros., excelsior 4 00
E. F. Sise «!c Co., coal 28 10
George H. Smart, labor 13 10
H. R. Stoddard, hacks 18 00
Peter Strickland, coats 25 75
John E. Sullivan, labor 8 00
The Times Publishing Co., printing 75
Wilber I. Trafton, sup't fire alarm
'
209 00
Daniel D. Waldron, labor I 50
Fred E. Webber, lal)or 8 00
29
Samuel Webber, labor
John 11. Wells, labor and supplies
A. P. Wendell & Co.. hardware
Clarence D. Wiorgin. Inbor
Street Department
Less received for old he
Street Lights.
Albert.!. Badger, repairing lantern
William B. Berry <fc Co., lanterns
K. W. Cochrane, use of team
Edward D. Coflin, painting and repairs
Electric Light Co.. li»htiug
William P. Garduei, lighting
Dennis Lynch, lighting
Daniel Mason, lamp posts
D. P. Pendexter, labor
Pendexter & Marden, labor
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Ira C. Seymour, repairing lanterns
H. R. Stoddard, use of team
M. J. & W. A. Vaughan. repairs
A. P. Wendell & Co., glass
Samuel Webber, lighting
Wheeler Reflector Co., liahting
Police and Watch.
Estate U. Blaisdell. tin ware
Marcellus Bufford, special justice
H. F. Clark, services.
John Conlon. bread
Eliza Crafts, witness fees
Electric Light Co., lighting
Samuel S. Fletcher, chairs
George B. French, table covering-
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
William D. Grace, medicine
Hett Bros., use of team
George Hill, medicine
William K. Hill, board of officers
George E. Hodgdon. special justice
George O. Hoyt, witness fees




Miller & Furber repairing pumps
William C. Newton & Son, bread




U. P. Pendexter, labor
F. H. Peverlv. assistant marshal
O. F. Philbri'ek & Co., fuel
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Jerterson C. Rowe, cash paid o>it
Benjamin Russell, fuel
E. F. Sise & Co., fuel
State Industrial School
Charles A. vStevens, bread
H. R. Stoddaird, use of team
A. B. Trefethen, repairs
J. H. Wells, hardware
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware
Wiggin & AVood, detective service
Less received from city mai'slial
Printing.
Chronicle & Gazette Publishing Co..
William H. Foster,




(ieorge E. Barsantee, laboi'
George Beaslev, labor
Estate U. Blaisdell, piping
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber and <-eme
K. D. Coffin, painting
Ann Downing, labor
Oosby R. Edmonds, labor
Samuel S. Fletcher, chairs
William J. Eraser, labor
Mercer Goodrich, shades,
Michael J. Griffin, labor




J. Howard (irovcr. labor
George A. Jackson, labor
Charles M. Johuson, labor
Frances Kiernan, labor
B. Stowe Laskey, labor
L. E. Martin, labor
Daniel Mason, labor
Henry McElwin, blackboards
Miller & Furber, repairs
D. P. Pendexter, labor
Pendexter & Marden, labor
Portsmouth Academy, rent
Hanson W. Seavey, repairs
Ira C. Seymour, repairs
Andrew Sherburne, iise of we
(ieorge 11. Smart, labor
A. B. Trefethen, labor
George H. Tripp, labor
George A. Trafton, labor
,Iohn H. Wells, labor
A. P. Wendell & Co., paint
John Woods, labor
Wood (t Hanscom, labor
)ils and hardware
Repairs on City Building
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber
C. W. Emery, labor
Josiah (irover, labor
George A. Jackson, labor
B. Stowe Laskey, labor
D. P. Pendexter, labor
Pendexter &. Marden, lal)or
George H. Tripp, labor
John H. Wells, hardware and labor
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware
Wood <Jc Hanscom, labor
Contingent.
E. (i. Adams, care of court house,
Mrs. A. M. Allard, returning vital statistics
American Express Co., expressage
George W. Avers, ringing bell
Charles E. Batchelder, services
William P. Bennett, distributing inventories
William F. Bennett & Son, repairs
John J. Berrv. returning vital statistics
44o 82
32
B. aud M. railroad, rent of North Pond 1-jO 00
Ira Brown, damages 5 00
Estate U. Blaisdell tin ware 2 6r»
Jerome C. Bntler, insurance 42 ,')0
H. B. Buzzell & Son. stationery 10 00
Dennis J. Carroll, services ward clerk 45 oii
Chronicle & Gazette, printing G oO
Mrs. Peirce Clair, returning vital statistics 1 Tf)
H. F. Clark, returning vital statistics ; 7,")
George H. Clough, damage to sleigh 8 00
Edward D. Coffin, painting 4 X>
John Conlon, matches, etc. 1 60
Charles Cross, damages 1C4 7H
Samuel Dodge, insurance 12 00
James Douglas, distributing inventories 12 00
N. L. Folsom, returning vital statistics 2 00
A. P. Gardiifer, repiiii'itfg tlrlgs 1 95
Samuel R. Gardner, distributing inventories 40 00
William P. Gardner, care of ward room 8 00
Mercer Goodrich, returning vital statistics, sta-
tionery, etc. 100 44
James W. Goodwin, refreshments for ward of-
ficers 14 00
G. J. Greeuleaf. damages 5 00
Michael J, Griffin, repairs 3 75
H. H. Ham, care of clocks 105 50
William K. Hill, refreshments for ward officers 61 00
Ilsley & Moore, insurauct' 72 0(\
George A. Jackson, labor 4 14
A. W. Johnson, returning vital statistics 1 50
D. W. Jones, returning vital statistics 2 00
William O. Junkins. returning vital statistics 11 25
Treasurer Cottag-e Hospital :Mo 00
B. Stowe Laskey, labor 6 42
J. H. Lowry, care of gates at mill pond 20 00
Daniel Littlefield, wood G 40
John Locke, damages. 50 0(>
Sarah H. Locke, returning vital statistics 50
Leonard Manson, distriliuting inventories 12 0(»
J. A. McClunie. decorating ;)5 00
A. J. McCourt, refreshments for ward officers 14 00
Mrs. L J. Mitchell, returning vital statistics 50
Joseph P. Morse, insurance 7 00
J. C. Muchmore. care of puuij* o 00
W. C. Newton & Son. soaj. 35
E. P. Osterman, refreshments for ward officers 14 00
Walter H. Page, services as ward clerk 28 36
John W. Parsons, returning ^ital statistics 8 00
:j3
Pay rolls bell ringers
Pay roll inspectors of check lists
John Pender, insurance
Pendexter c^c Harden, repairs
Penny Post Publishino; Co., printing
O. f! Philbrick c*c Cor. fuel
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs
Post Publishing Co., advertising
E. M. Richter, returning vital statistics
Rider «&: Cotton, brushes
Samuel Rowe. enumeration of children, etc.
Frank P. Rundlett. distributing inventories
Ira C. Seymour, cash paid out
Solomon Seymour, ringing bell
A. B. Sherburne, use of well
S. A. Schuermau, damages
E. F. Sise & Co.. fuel
H. R. Stoddard, use of teams
Peter Strickland, repairing awning
The Electric Light Co.. lighting
S. P. Treadwell, services
U.S. Post Office.
David Urch. perambulating town lines
Daniel D. Waldron, services as ward clerk
Richard I. Walden, services as ward clerk
William D. "Walling, repairing chairs
John H. Wells, tin ballot box
John H. White, enumeration of children
S. C. Whittier, returning vital statistics
Health.
George Beasley, removing nuisance
William Bodge, removing nuisance
H. F. Clark, health officer
J. C. Muchmore, health officer
Benj. M. Parker, health officer





Augustus K. Brown oOO 00
Public Library.
Edward P. Kimball, treasurer 1250 00
Memorial Day.
Simon R. Marston, treasurer 150 00
Grading Goodwin Park.
Mareellus Eldredge, superintendent 2000 00
Dedicating Soldiers and Sailors Monument.
William Ward, treasurer 2500 00
Received from William Ward, treasurer 94 45
2405 55
Steam Heater, Haven School.
Portsmouth Machine Company 400 00
Collector's Commissions.
John J. Laskey 1005 23
Support of the Poor.
Paid Overseers of the Poor as per credit on their
account 4803 21
Discount on Taxes.
John J. Laskey 4858 07
Portsmouth and Dover Railroad.
Dividends received 20,640 00





Rent of store. Pleasant street
Rent of Spring Market
Rent of landing, Daniel street
Rent of store, city building
Licenses for entertainments
Rebate of insurance
From State, insurance tax
From State, railroad tax
From State, savings bank tax








Samuel P. Treiuiwell. treasurer, cash ou
hand and on deposit 9!.>87 47
Real estate sold for non-payment of tax-
es 7^03 59
$28,G45 67
We have examined the foregoing account and find it to cor-
respond with the city l»ooks.
GEORGE E. HODGDON, Mavor,
ALBION LITTLEFIELD,
DAVID URCH.
Supervisory Committee on Accounts,
RECEIPTS AND E-XPENDlTUliES
OF THK
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR




Joshua Brooks & Co., corn a.id meal





C. M. deRochemont, cider
Samuel Dixon, potatoes
John O. Downs, fish
Flynn Bros., groceries
H. L. Garrett & Son, beef and groceries
Harmon Bros., beef
Charles E. Hodgdon, ice
John J. Laskey, groceries
William C. Newton & Son, groceries
Freeman Pearson, beef
Portsmouth Grain and Grocery Co., corn and
meal
Randall & Caswell, fish
G. & J. W. Stott, groceries.
Clothing.
Daniel Casey, boots and shoes
Dennett <fc McCarthy, dry goods
E. S. Fay, boots and shoes
7 00
88
Goorge B. French, dry goods
39
John J. Laskey. groceries
W. C. Newton & Son "
Frank Pearson, '^
Freeman Pearson ''
Freeman H. Peverly. services
F. E. Potter.
Jefferson C. Rowe, '•
C. E. Simpson, clothing











Less received from County Commissioners
for cash paid county pensioners 398 22
From City of Manchester for sup-
plies furnished pensioners 84 75
Insane-
J. J. Berry, services
County of Rockingham board of, insane
New Hampshire asylum *" '' "
John AV. Parsons, services








Fuel for Out-Door Pensioners
Nathaniel Brew, sawing wood
O. F. Philbrick & Co., wood and coal
F. W. Rogers, surveying wood
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
Russell Walden, sawing wood
J. Albert Walker, wood
H. F. Williams, surveviug wood
Street Department, services






Total expenditures $5372 17
RECEIPTS.
Received for board at Almshouse
"" Balance W. H. Seymour, Supt. act.
" Interest on Toppan Fund
" '* " Austin ''
Appropriated by city





For the Year Ending December 31, 1888.
EXPENDITURES.
42
J. vSheldon, butcheriag cow
A. P. Wendell & Co. T hardware, &c.
Balance paid Overseers
1 00
RECAPITULATION OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
BY THE
SierifltenfleDl of City Farm and Oferseers ii k Poor.
For the Year Ending December 3U fSSS-
EXPENDITURES AT ALMSHOUSE AND CITY
ANNUAL REPORT
OF
The SnperiBtefldent of the Almshouse and City Farm.
For the Year Ending Decemhdr S/-, U










Statement of Tax. 1888.
Appropriutfd by tlie city councils 110,000 0(»
Added for do:id list mihI aliatcments 5.'llt2 77
Dog tax 577 00
11(kOG!» 77
Abated by the assessors 1,639 .".G
Discounts 4,858 07
Collected 100,523 2'.)— ^107,020 72
$9,049 05
Statement of City Debt, December 3L 1888.
Date. Rite. When payable. Amount.
Jan. 1, 1874, (5 per ct. .Jan. 1, 1889 50,000 00
Dec. 15, 1881, 4 ^- Dec. 15, 1891 5,000 00
Mar. 31, 1883. 4 '• April 1,1890 2,000 00
" 4 •• '• 1893 3,000 00
••4 - •• 1894 2,000 00
- 4 >• '- 189(5 2,000 00
April 1,188(;, 4 '• '- 189G 8,000 00
Mar. 31, 1883, 4 '• '• 1897 2.000 00
'' 4 "' '' 1898 2.000 00
'^ 4 • '^ 18!)9 2,000 00
" " 4 ''• ^' 1900 2,500 00
April 1,188G, 4 '• '• 1901 10,000 00
Oct. 1,1884,4 " Oct. 1.1904 47,000 00— 137,500 00
Tempoiary loan 5,000 00
Legacy of Marv Clark 305 15
Legacy of Horace A. Haven 1390 00
Mayor To}»pan's donation 300 00
Mayor Jones' donation 500 00
Legacy of Daniel Austin 445 00
LegacV of Marllia A. De.AIerritt 500 00
3,440 15
Interest due on city debt 2840 00
Due on unpaid bills 2G14 24
,454 24
151,394 39
Add bonds issued to i)ay for 3440 shares
in V. & D. R. U., $300,000 i)avable in
1893, S43.000 payable in 18!)7" 343,000 00
$494,394 39
50
Amount of Assets due the City.
Balance C. A. Shannon's account 1874
City Treasurer's "Report.
The City Treasurer respectfully submits his lepoit of Receipts
and Expenditures for the year ending December 31, 1888.
RECEIVED.
Balance account 1887 $25,749 o!)
P. & D. R. R. dividends 20,G40 00
John J. Laskev, collecior 1888 100,523 21)
S. P. Treadweil, " 1887 4200 31
'^ " " '^ 1886 74 G7
" " " '^ 1885 18 25
Marcellus Bufford, "1884 13 74
Additional taxes 1888 124 48
" 1886 1 70
State Insurance tax 1044 00
" Railroad tax 11,846 20
" Savings Bank tax 22,443 65
" Literary fund 1266 84
Real estate redeemed 12 54
Licenses, halls and entertainments 150 00
Rent of city buildings and Nav3- Yard
landing 174 50
J. C Roue, City Marshal, fines and costs 444 08
Mercer Goodrich, City Clerk 919 30
W. H. Seymour, Suu't City Earm 387 14
Interest on deposits 296 17
" " taxes 22 52
Town of Newington, school tax 12 08
W. G. Marshall, Street Commissioner 165 00
J. W. Gerrish, entering sewer 24 00
John T. Larrabee, old hose 23 45
Stephen Marston, half expense sidewalk 39 87
Wm. Ward, unexpended balance Soldiers
and Sailors Monument appropriation 94 45
Cit}' of Manchester, account overseers 84 75
Rockingham Countv " '* 450 22
52
^\'. II. Sisc. ;ic<-ouiit overseers ol -ia
'l\'iiir)or:u\- loan 5.").45.j 44
S24G,7;3] 48
I'Ali).
liills approN I'd liv Ovei'seers of tlii' Puoi' ."i.SoS ;17




Orders of the Jioard of Instructiou 24.1 10 OG




Balance to new acc(j\int *J.*.)JS7 47
824G,731 48




Fur the )V<n- EmViuj IM-. SI, ISSS.
Real Estcite-
54
SCHOOL HOUSES AND LAND.
Hioh, Daniel street 10,000 00
Bartlett, School street 2,000 00
Franklin, Maplewood avenue 2,000 00
Woodburv, Gmvellv Ridge 800 00
Cabot street ' 5,000 00
Plains oOO 00
Haven, South School street 7,500 00
Lafayette road 500 00
Walker. Hanover street 6,000 00
Spalding, Bartlett street 2,000 00




Stock on City Farm, including farming
utensils, provisions, clothing, fur-
niture 83,9(;0 Gl
Furniture at City rooms 800 00
Furniture at Conrt House 100 00
Furniture at Acadom}- 500 00
Street liorses, caits, harnesses, totals, etc. 3,(500 00
Stone crusher and steam engine l.;)00 00
Scales, weights and measures 100 00
Drain pipe, sewer traps and grates 125 00
City clock, North chui'ch " 500 00
City clock, ward loom. Water street 400 00
Bell at ward room, AVater street 500 00
Bell at Cabot street school house 195,00
112,080 61
3-140 sliares of Portsmouth and Dover
Railroad at pur $344,000 00
FIRE DEFART.MENT.
Steam fire ensine Sagamore and apparatus 3,02!) (10
^- Col. Sise '' 4.5(i4 45
•' " Kearsarge '' 4,594 70
" " M. LL Goodrich •'• 4,077 77
Extinguisher No. 5 and apparatus 754 20
Extinguisher No. (> and apparatus (i88 05
Hook and J^addi-r carriage and apparatus l.()14 00
Supi)ly wagon, hose carriage, etc. 320 00
Property in hose tower, hose, etc. 7,534 00
Steam Jieating apparatus iu hose tower 400 00
Furniture, etc. in Drivers' room 25 40
Fire ahvrm telegraph 2,800 00
Property in City stal>le 758 00
;U,220 17
$387,300 78
Real Estate $127,525 00




To the Ilonoiriblc Ihard of Mnyor (uul Aklennen, of the Cil>/
of PorUiiioalh.
Genti.emkn : The following is the loport of the treasurer
of the Public Library for the period ending Jauiuuy J. 1<S8'.).
Balance on deposit Jan. 1, 188.S
Aj)propriation received Aug. 1;5, 1.S8.S
raid Owners Congress block three bills' rent to
January 1. 1889
R. E. Ivich, librarian, two bills
E. F. 8ise c^ Co., three bills
Portsmouth Gas Co., four l)ills
John D. Randall, two bills
G. H. Rrewster, two bills
C. A. Ilazlett, insurance, two bills
R. 1. Walden, bill
J. E. Bailev, binding books
J. P. Sweetser, bill
Library committ ee for books, per receipt 1 50 00
D. Appleton & Co., bill for books 30 00
Mercer Goodrich, bill 108 00
1102 72
57
HcL'i'ivcHl injiu H. A. Yoaton. executoi' of
tho will of Mrs. Joshua Brooks, lei;:\cv o'J.S 70
Savings bank dividends !) .S.")
(514 55
823 04
Paid for S500 six por cent, bond, county of
Hamilton, Indiana, and interest, for Mrs.
.losliua 1',1'ooks' fund 513 92
Balnncc on hand on deposit $^509 12
IvPspeetfuUy submitted,
.lanuarv. IHHU. E. V. KDIUAr.L. I'reasurer.
Librarian's Eeport.
To the Trn.stecs of tJw PortsmoatJi Public Lilirari/.
The Librarian's repc^rt for the year ondino' Di'eember 31,
1888, is as follows :
Number of books in library Jan 1, 18«M .S051
Added durinu' the yeaj- 2G8
Lost 5
Worn out 40
In library Jan. 1, 188-.) 8268
Number of ))ooks hjaned during- the year 24838
More than in 1887 3375
Proportion of tietion to t :>tal per cent. 65
Cards issued 644
Very respectfully,
ROBEPT K. KI( II. Lil)rarian.
.mi miglTOR'S REPORT,
To the City Councils:
During the year wliicli has elapsed since my last annual re-
port, the city has been fortunate in having very little expensive
litigation ; perhaps the showing is better than for many years.
it will be remembered that in March, 1887, Marcus P. Nor-
ton and others brought suit against the City of Portsmouth to
recover damages on account of alleged infringement of what is
known as the Knibb's valve patent. This case has been finally
disposed of in the U. S. Circuit Court by the entry of judgment
in favor of the City of Portsmouth.
The case, Rollins et als, vs Portsmouth, was to have been
disposed of at the last October term of the Supreme Court, but
the absence from the city of Mr. Rollins, one of the plaintiffs,
necessitated a continuance of the case.
At the April term, 1888, of the Supreme Court, Timothy
Sullivan and Charles Cross brought actions against the city for
injuries incurred while using the highways for travel. J con-
sidered it expedient to compromise the suit brought by Cross,
and after consultation with the INIayor it was settled l>y paying
the plaintiff $150, and costs amounting to SlO.
In Sullivan vs Portsmouth, the plaintiff' became nonsuited
without costs.
At the last April term of the Supreme Court the Attorney
General, Hon. Daniel Barnard, filed in the Supreme Court two
informations against the City of Poitsmouth, one for maintain-
ing an alleged nuisance in the rear of the city building, the
other for maintaining an alleged nuisnnce at the Academy.
I understand that a prompt correction of these causes of
complaint Avill save the city further trouble.
In regard to such suits as Cros« vs. Portsmouth and Sulli-
van vs.Portsinouth, I wish to make in this report a suggestion
which has already been orally made to the Mayor and Alder-
men .
There is an ordinance, chap. 14, sec. 5, which was intentled
to guard the city treasury against unfounded claims by persons
who alleged that they had suffered damage in making use of
the highwavs.
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The pr()mi)t obsei-vance of this ordinnnce would ])e a very
great assistance to the City Solicitor in investigating these
cases.
But the matter could be nuicli better attended to by some
one of the day police, because they are in a situation to hear
of accidents nuich more readily than the Mayor can learn of
them.
It should be made tlu^ duty of one of the day police to at
once rei)ort all such accidents in writing to the Solicitor and
then to investigate the matter under his direction.
In this connection 1 refer you to the ordinances of the city
of Manchester, which have been provided for guidance of its
municipal oflicers in similar cases.
There is no oilier business in my department which needs
mention.
Respectfully,
SAMUEL W. EMERY, City Solicitor.
Hepoi[t of City M>i|Shal.
PoKTSMOUTH, Jan. 1. 188i>.
To the llimordhle Board of Majjor ond Aldermen of I lie City of
l^jrfsnioNlJt.
Gi'.NTi.i'.MKN : 1 liave tlie honor to suliniit herewith the report





Assault on oMlcers ;")
Assault with knife 1
Bastardy 1
Brawl and tumult 2
Beo-o-ing 2
Breakin.i>; glass o
Breaking and entering o
Cruelty to children 1
Connnon railer 1





Desei-tei-s from County Farm 8
Deserters fi-om U. S. Navy 5
Deserters from shipboard 2
Disorderly honse 1
Discharging fn-earras in street 1











On sns]tici<iii <»C i<)l)l)ery 1
Olistnicliiiu- si(i(w:ilk 1
Pickii'U- jioVkrls I
riayiiio- |,all in pulilic street, f>




Robbin,!!,- fruit tices 1





Violaiinii' Sundin ordinance 2
Vagrants " 15
Violating sidewalk ordinance I
Total 01
G
Nnnilier of lu-isons Ccd and lodged at the police
stali(ni for the year l-S.s-S ^ 939
Total arrests and lodged ISof)
Total amount of tines and costs collected by me
during the year IS^S
'
$4r.7 52
Total amount of dog licenses collected by me
during the year LS.SS
"
$34 00
SKAT TO rilK FOI,I,<)\VIN(; INSTITITIONS.
Erentwood County Farm 148
Portsmouth Jail 27
Insane Asylum, Brentwood ."i
Insane Asylum, Concord 1
Industrial School, Manchester 1
Cottage II<)si)ilal 8
Portsmouth City Farm 2
IXCIDICNT.VL SKIIVICKS l\Y OFIIOKKS.
Sent out of city by order of Mayor 5




Criminals turned over to out of town officers 4
Found destitute and cared for 7
Rescued from drowning 1
Respectfully submitted,
JKFFERSOX C. ROWE, City Man-^hal.
I|EPOi[T OF Chief Efii\EEf[.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Gentlemen : In compliance with my duties as Chief Engi-
neer, I herewith present my fifth annual report of the condition
of the Fire Department, a statement of the fires and alarms
which have occurred during the past year, the amount of prop-
erty belonging to the Department under my charge, a list of
the members and the number of reservoirs, their location, con-
dition and capacity.
MKMBERSIIIP.
The department now numbers 126 members, viz: Chief
Engineer, 1st Assistant Engineer, 3 Assistants, Clerk of the
Fire Department, Sup't of Fire Alarm Telegraph, and the mem-
bers of the several companies.
APPARATUS.
The appaiatus of the department consists of two Steam Fire
Engines, with Hose Carriages attached, one Steam Fire Engine
with Hose Wagon attached, one steamer in reserve, two Extin-
guishers, one llook and Ladder Truck, one Supply Wagon,
two horse Hose Carriages and two sleighs.
Steamer No. 1 was built by the Portland Company ; put in-
to service in 18G4.
Steamer No. 2 was built by the Manchester Locomotive
Works ; put into service in 1879.
Steamer No. 3 was built by the Amoskeag Company ; put
into service in 1870.
Steamer No, 4 was built by B. S. Nichols & Co, ; put into
service in 1876 ; re])uilt by Critchley «fe Whalley in 1871*
,
There are seventy-eight hundred and fifty (7850) feet of
American Jacket or 'cotton hose, (2000 feet of which was pur-
chased the past year,) and one thousand (1000) feet of Key-
stone cotton hose all in good and reliable condition.
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There are also about 3000 feet of leather hose wholly unrelia-
ble and unfit for use.
In the matter of engine houses we are sadly deficient and
many repairs will be required the coming year to keep them in
proper condition. Our houses are more adapted to the past,
in days of hand engines, than to the present needs of the de-
partment, and it would not only be a credit to the city, but
would be a very judicious and prudent move on the part of the
city government to construct a modern engine house or fire
station, as has been already recommended for several years
past.
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
This important branch of the department, though fortunately
it has been called into use but seldom since it was first intro-
duced, has worked well in every case, was quickly responded to
and in several instances, I am confident, was the means of pre-
ventmg a much larger loss by fire. I would again recommend
that another alarm box be placed near the corner of Market
and Hanover streets.
ANNUAL PARADE.
The second Annual Parade of the department occurred on
Sept. 19th and like the first was not only a perfect success but
met with the hearty endoisement of the public. For such a
small outlay great benefit is derived ; for I find that it awakens
a lively interest in the Fire Department, both by the firemen
and the citizens generally.
EXPENDITURES.
During the year the amount of money expended was $10,-
699. G9- Out of this sum 2000 feet of new Jacket hose was paid
for, amounting to about $1200. Kearsarge Steamer No. 3
was sent to Manchester and thoroughly overhauled and re-
paired at an expense of 752 dollars, and Steamer No. 2 was
furnished with a new set of suction hose costing 110 dollars;
also anew cart was built for the department's use costing 125
dollars. The amount paid for regular salaries was $5087.47,
leaving the contingent expenses including the fire alarm ex-
penses about 2825 dollars.
RESERVOIRS.
The condition of the reservoirs remains the same as stated in
vay last report. Fortunately', for several years past we have
not had occasion to test the supply of water in case of a large
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lire. The new rcsovvoir proposed to be constructed on Jvincoln
avenue and wliich I und«.;rstand will be attended to early the
cominii; season will be a valuable addition to the department in
case o!" a 11 rr in that section of the city and has been long
needed.
CONCLUSION.
Tlio ninnlier of fire* :ind alarms the past year number 13 and
the loss as far as could be asccitained amounted to $11,825.
The appoinlnjent of Assistant Engineers independent oi" the
companies was in my opinion a ver\' wise and judicious move
and has proved advantageous to the department. In conclud-
ing I desire to express my thanks to his Honor the Mayor and
City Councils for their earnest support and eflforts used to pro-
mote the elticiency of the de|)artment ; to the Police department
for aid rendered ; to the Board of Engineers and to the officers
and mend)ers of the several companies for the j)ron)pt and





Roll of tbe Fire Departn^ent
Herbert A. Marden, Chief Engineer.
George A. Jackson, 1st Assistant P^ngineer.
WiLLARD M. Gray,
]
WiLLARD J. Sampson, ) Assistants.
James F. Shannon, j
Samuel R. Gardner, Clerk.
Sagamore Engine, No. 1.
COURT STREET ON RESERVE
AVilliam Hudson, Engineer.
Ool. Sise Engine Company, No. 2.
Albert R. Junkins, Foreman.
Horace Mudge, Assistant Foreman.
Joseph A. Randall, Clerk.
Fred B. Haraden, Clarence Martin,
Walter Bickford, Charles W. Holmes,
Charles F. Goodwin, Dennis Long,
George W. Tripp, Richard T. Call,
Francis H. Hersey, Willard Sears,
Frank E. Osgood, San Juan Gray,
Allan A. Rand, Fred Watkins,
Samuel A. Rand, George P. Philbrick,
Thornton Betton, Horace W. Gray.
Kearsarge Engine Company, No. 3.
John E. Harmon, Foreman.
Charles H. Kenniston, 1st Ass't Foreman.
H. E. Fernald, 2d Ass't Foreman.
C. H. Besselievre, Clerk.
Morris Tobin, "W". T. L3-ons,
Henry O. Batten, W. S. Fernald,
Charles A. Neal, Gilman Ha^^es,
Winfield S. Lord, Libbey Bennett,
Seth G. Haley, Wm. G. Smart,
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J. A. Moulton, C. F. BickCord,
Charles E. Dennett, Henry C. Orover,
Daniel D, Waldron, Calvin D. Lear,
"Warren O. Lear.
Moses H. Goodrich Engine Company, No. 4.
John Turner, Foreman.
Frank P. Banks, 1st Ass't Foreman.
Charles J. Lydston, 2d Ass't Foreman.
Lorenzo T. Bnrnham, Clerk.
Dennis McGrath, Charles H. Kennison.
Stacy G. Moran, Fralik H. G rover,
Augustus Ham, AVilliam H. INIicott,
Albert Goldthwaite, George J. Durell,
Warren O, Holmes, Jolm S. Mowe,
Andrew J. Langdon, Gilman H. Varrell,
Charles H. Kehoe, Charles L. Hoyt,
Elmer K. Eaton, Charles Caswell.
George Dennett.
Extinguisher Company, No- 5.
"Warren P. Webster, Foreman.
Edward A. Manent, Ass't Foreman.
Albert Anderson, Clerk.
Ordway R. Hall, Oliver M, Jellison,
George E. Barsantee, George Pendexter,
J. Howard Grover, James H. Bowles,
Peter Strickland.
Extinguisher Company, No. 6.
Oliver W. Ham, Foreman.
Albion Littlefield, Ass't Foreman.
Wilmore Twombly, Clerk.
Reuben Worster, Penning Moore,
Gilman B. Randall, Fred C. Young,
Fred Thomas, Charles W. Shannon,
Fred E. "Webber.
Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1.
George "W. Green, Foreman.
J. Warren Pryor, Ass't Foreman.
David E. Juukins, Clerk.
George E. Odiorne, Eben H. Odiorne,
Charles E. Leach, Albert Leach,

















One on Market Square, brick 20,000
One on School street, brick 18,000
One on Pleasant street, brick 15,000
One on Austin street, brick 12,000
One on Haymarket square, brick 30,000
One on Hanover street, school 3 aid, brick 63,000
One on p:astern Railroad, brick 37,000
One on Union street, wood 8,000
One on Madison street, stone 450,000
One on Dover street
One salt water reservoir, Universalist Church, stone
One salt water reservoir, Brewster street, stone
One salt water reservoir, Vaughan street
One salt water reservoir, Atkinson street
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
Location of Sipal Boxes and Keys.
Box 7.—Corner Dennett and North streets. Keys at Philip E.
Woods, 10 North street; Daniel D. Waldron, 13 North
street ; Solomon Seymour, G Dennett street.
Box 9.—Corner Deer and Vaughan streets. Keys at B. & M,
R. R, station ; J. S. Treat's marble shop ; Moses Laigh-
ton, 36 Vaughan street; R. H. Hall, 31 \'aughan street.
Box 1-1.—Corner Market and Russell streets. Keys at Junkins
& Co.'s store, nnd Benning Moore's house over above
store ; Concord Railroad wharf.
Box 17.—Corner Daniel and Bow streets. Keys at Portsmouth
Brewery ; Gas House ; James Broughton. corner Daniel
and Bow streets ; T. W. Priest, corner Daniel and Mul-
berry streets.
Box 19.—Corner Water and Court streets. Keys a*: M. J. R3--
an's, corner Court and Water ; Mrs. Annie J. Dixon's
house, opposite corner.
Box 24.—Corner Gates and Washington streets. Keys at J.
F. Adams', 27 Washington ; Dennis H. Trefethen's, 3
Gates ; P. M. Spinney's, 31 Washington.
Box 26.—Haven school house. Kevs at 3 South school street.
James Sanborn's, 4 South school street; O. H. Locke's,
11 South.
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Box 28.—Corner Broad street and Lincoln avenue. Keys at
John H. Hutchinson's, 7 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad) ;
10 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad).
Box 32.—Middle St. Church, corner State and Middle. Keys
at C. H. Clongh's, 89 state ; Dr. Jones, 102 State, cor-
ner Middle ; John H. Cheever's, 91 State.
Box 35.—A. E. Rand's store. Middle street. Kej's at Rand's
store ; H. W. Oxford's, 52 Middle ; J. P. Morse's, 54
Middle.
Box 38.—F^ldredge Brewery, (private). Key at Brewery.
Box 43.—Comer Cabot and Islington. Keys at J. W. Moses,
39 Islington, corner Cabot; H. C. Locke's, 54 Islington,
corner Cabot ; Charles A. Green's, 45 Cabot.
Box 46.—Corner Hanover and Pearl. Keys at Portsmouth
Machine shop office ; John E. Locke's, 3 Pearl, corner
Hanover ; A. W. Bartlett's, 2 Pearl ; Walter S. Gray's,
73 Hanover.
Box 53.—Kearsarge House, corner Congress and Chestnut.
Kevs at Kearsarge Honse ; Jackson & Co.'s Express of-
fice ; E. W. Cochrane's stable ; H. R. Stoddard's stable.
Box 58.—Police station. Key at station.






CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, N, H.
For the Year Ending December 31,
1888.
PKINTKU BV ORDER OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
PORTSMOUTH
:




George E. Hodgdox, Chairman. Charles H. Morss. Sec'
Charles A. Sinclair, Calvix Page,
William W, Cotton, Andrew P. Wendell.
Term Expires August I, 1889.
Alfred Gooding, Henry E. Hoyey,
John J. Laskey, Richard I. Walden.
Term Expires August I, 1890.
Chables E. Batchelder, Dayid Urch,
WiNTHROP Hoyt, Ira C. Seymour.
Term Expires August I, 1891.
CHARLES H. MORSS, . . . Superintendent of Schools.
Office Hours :—8.15-9, 12-12.30, every school day. Tues-
days and Fridays 4.30-5.
HIGH SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Alfred Gooding, Term expires August 1, 1889.
Charles E. Batchelder, Term expires August 1, 1890.
Calvin Page, Term expires August 1, 1891.
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STANDING COMMITTEES.
Text Books.—Gooding, Hovey, Page.
Salaries.—Laskey, Sinclair, Urch.





Training School.—Cotton, Urch, Batchelder.
DISTRICT COMMITTEES.
No. 1.—Wendell, Hoyt, Seymour.
No. 2.—Batchelder, Cotton, Hovey.
No. 3.—Laskev, Urch, Walden.
Regular meetings of the Board are held the first Tuesday of
every month.
CALENDAR 1889.
WINTER TERM, ELEVEN WEEKS.
January 7 to March 22.
"V^A-CA-TIOlSr, OKTE WEEK!.
SPRING TERM, THIRTEEN WEEKS.
April 1 to June 28.
FALL TERM, SIXTEEN WEEKS.
September 2 to December 20.
^j^cJK.rrxcDJsr, t-wo ^week:s.
Winter Term begins January G, 1890.
I[EPOI|T OF THE BOjlRD OF iHSTRUCTIOfi,
To THE Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
At the meeting of the Board of Instruction, January 5th,
18S9, the following order was passed :
Voted, That the Report presented by the Superintendent
of Schools be adopted as the Annual Report of the Board of
Instruction for 1888.
C. H. AIORSS, Secretary.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 5, 1SS9.
SUPERINTENDENT! REPORT
To the Board of Instruction, Portsmouth, N. H.
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit mj- third annual
report as Superintendent of Schools.
The year has been one of growth in the methods adopted two
years ago. All changes in a system must come gradually ; the
tearing down must not be more rapid tlian the building up.
The reorganization of the primary grades is now complete, and
both teachers and pupils well advanced on the new course.
The intermediate and grammar grades are doing better work,
because the pupils come to them wnlh better preparation. The
results of the primary training are now apparent in the more
systematic advancement of the ui)per grades.
One of the most noticeable evils of the past has been the
keeping back of pupils in tlie primary classes ; requiring them
to repeat the same work year after year, till they were com-
pletely discouraged. With no expectation of ever passing the
required examination, with no ambition for advancement, with
no interest in their work, they caused much trouble in the
school, swelled the truant list, and finally dropped out of
school, joining that great body of illiterates that is become such
a menace to the peace of the countrj'. During the year these
backward pupils have beeu given special attention, and many
advanced to classes with pupils more nearly their own age.
This could not have been done had our rooms been as crowded
the whole year as they were one year ago, but the withdrawal
of a large number made such special work possible. The de-
tention of children twelve and thirteen years of age in grades
with children of five and six is an injury to the latter, and
should be avoided whenever possible.
Last June a careful inquiry was made into the case of each
child above ten years of age still in primary grades. If chil-
dren enter school at five and attend regularlj-, they should be
in the intermediate classes at nine years of age. The following
blank was sent to each primary teacher to fill out for each back-
ward pupil in her room.
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AN INQUIRY CONCERNING PUPILS TEN YEARS OF AGE AND UP-
WARDS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
School, Grade,
Name, Age,
Date of first attendance on any school,




Has the child any mental or physical defects?
Character of child,
" " the home.
What, in your opinion, is the cause of the backwardness?
The following summarizes the replies received from the
teachers of the first three j'cars of the primary grade :
First year. Second year. Third year^
Ten years of age
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The thirteen cases caused by mental defects are beyond the
power of our public schools to remedy. They can be success-
fully treated only by special schools for the feeble minded.
Vigorous measures taken by the truant officers would, in some
degree, aid us in remedying the fourteen cases caused by irreg-
ular attendance due to carelessness or neglect of parents.
Teachers are doing their utmost now to place this unfortunate
class of pupils where it belongs. In a few cases troublesome
bo3-s have been converted into diligent scholars by a little ju-
dicious work on the part of the teacher, which gave the much
needed encouragement.
The seventeen to whom the cause poor teaching is assigned
are from two schools in which, for several years, the teaching
was notoriously poor. The evil has fortunately been removed,
and the pupils will in time recover from the effects as far as it
is possible.
The following table shows the average age of the pupils of
each grade together with the number belonging to that grade :










Tenth Grade, High, 1st
Eleventh " " 2d
Twelfth " '' 3d
Thirteenth " " 4th
few rooms each, the pupils cannot be graded so accurately
in cities where more are brought together in one building. Care-
fuV classification and grading accomplish much good by giving
each teacher pupils of nearly the same intellectual attainments,
and by enabling her to economize time in class teaching. Mucli
general instruction can be given that is practicall}' out of the
question when the ages and mental maturity vary greatlv.
Number of rooms having one class 12
" " " '' two classes 8
" " " " three " a
" " " -' four " 1




outside demands seriously interfere with school work, and we
have been peculiarly unfortunate in this i-espect during the
past year. With so much demanded outside, the school work
must be neglected, for the child's physical and mental powers
are not equal to the same amount of strain as those of an
adult. If the health of the child suffers the evil is usually laid
at the doors of the school. iSeveral of our children have tak-
en part in public entertainments whose health is so delicate
that our teachers have to be especially lenient with them in
their school work. Is this right?
Various contagious diseases have been epidemic during the
year, and have seriously interfered with the progress of the
schools, especially of the primary and intermediate grades. In
addition to those detained at home by the extreme cold
of last January, the chicken pox kept many away from
school. The severe storms of March were not more suc-
cessful in reducing the attendance than were the mumps
which appeared at the same time, and continued partly
through the spring term. Whooping cough and measles
broke up the fall term. In several rooms the attendance was
reduced one half by the measles alone. After the Thanksgiv-
ing recess, the Franklin primary had only four pupils out of
thirty-six that were not kept away by this disease. The e|)i-
demic is now at an end, having used up all the material, and
we can look for an exemption from its recurrence for several
years to come. Whether this epidemic was increased by the
fact that the entries of our buildings are narrow, unventilaled,
dimly lighted boxes, in which the clothing has to be packed
very closely, sometimes coat over coat, or whether this fact had
nothing to do with the spread of the diseases, I do not know.
Your attention is called to the unreliability of the enumera-
tion of school children in this city between the ages of five and
fifteen, May 1. The enumerators reported loo3 names. The
teachers reported 261 other names not contained in the list of
the former that should have been there. We have no means
of knowing how many children who were not in school had beeK
omitted from the census, but we must infer there were several,
since there were 261 in sciiool that were not counted. Such
errors make statistics worthless. A mistake of 159 was found
in the same way in the enumeration for 1887. There should be
an urgent request made to the proper authorities that the cen-
sus for 1889 be taken with greater accuracy.
TARDINESSES AND DISMISSIONS.
'' If there is one virtue that should he cultivated more than
another by him loho tvould succeed in life, it is punctuality ; if




the duties of school eoiumittees and teachers should he ( aieful-
ly considered.
CHAPTER 89.
Sect. 3. The school board shall examine all persons pro-
posing to teach -school in the town, who shall produce satisfac-
tory evidence of good moral character, and of suitable temper
and disposition for teachers, in such branches as are usually
taught in the class of schools in which they propose to teach,
and as to their capacity for governing the same ; and, if found
competent they shall give thein certificates thereof, setting
forth the branches they are found capable of teaching.
Sect. 4. Teachers of common schools shall be examined in
reading, spelling, writing, English grammar, arithmetic, geog-
raph}-, and the elements of history, and in physiology and hy-
giene with special refeience to the effects of alcoholic drinks,
stimulants, and narcotics upon the human system, and in other
branches usually taught in said schools.
Sect. o. The school board may prescribe for any school,
where in their judgment it shall be proper, the study of survey-
ing, geometry, algebra, book-keeping, philosophy, chemistry,
and natural history, or any of them, and other suitable studies,
and teachers proposing to teach in such schools shall bo exam-
ined in those branches in addition to those required of other
teachers.
Sect. 15. The school board shall furnish to every teacher
one of the blank registers required to be furnished by the su-
perintendent of public instruction, and each teacher shall cause
all proper entries to be made therein as required by said super-
intendent.
Sect. 16. Every teacher, at the close of his school and at
the end of each term thereof, shall make a return of such reg-
ister or record to the school board of the town, who shall give
to him a certificate thereof; and no teacher shall receive full
payment for his services until such certificate is produced and
delivered to the board ; but a teacher ma}', during, or at the end
of a term, be paid in part for his services, provided that not
less than twenty dollars of the amount due at the time of any
such payment shall be withheld until such certificate is p-oduced
and delivered as aforesaid.
None of our teachers hold certificates as the law requires.
The fact that no trouble has arisen on that account in the past
does not secure innnunitv in the future. No teacher can legal-
ly' be paid without holding a certificate of qualification. The
annual election of a teacher can not be regarded as such certifi-
cate. The law requires that all teachers be examined in read-
ing, spelling, English grammar, arithmetic, geography, history,
and io physiology and hygiene, and in all other branches
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taught in the schools. When the law requiring the teaching of
physiology and hygiene was passed no means were emplo^yed
for ascertaining if our teachers were able to teach it or not.
There seems to be but one way out of the difficulty. The
law reads ''the school committee shall examine," and no mat-
ter what our individual opinions may be with regard to tlie
utility of such examinations, there is no other way out of it
than to do just what the law says. Our teachers are anxious
to hold their positions legally, and desire to have certificates of
qualification. It would seem advisable for the Committee on
Examination of Teachers to hold at a very near date such ex-
amination. A few of the teachers have passed satisfactory ex-
aminations as tlie record of the Board shows, and these should
receive now what they should have received then, a certificate
<jf qualification.
In order to teach a little, the teacher must know much. It
is not enough to i)OSsess just the amount of knowledge the pu-
pils are expected to have. Unless the teacher be educated far
l»evond that small amount, her instruction is next to worthless,
because, unable to sec beyond, she must necessarily make in-
formation the end and aim of her instruction, which dwarfs the
development of the mental activities. Other things being
equal, the broadest education will accomplish the best teaching.
A studious teacher will have a studious school. A broad
minded teacher means bioad minded pupils, and vice versa.
The method of grading certificatos and salaries by the In-eadth
of education of the candidates has much to recommend it.
This puts a premium on education, and some inducement
siiould be held out to our teaching force to continue their stud-
ies beyond the modicum required for hearing recitations in our
elementary schools. It is a very praiseworthy circumstance
that several of our teachers are pursuing their studies in higher
branches, along a higher plane of thought than that on which
their pupils dwell. Their influence will invariably be felt in
the elevation of the taste of those under their charge.
One of the obstacles to the success of our primary schools in
the past has at last been removed. A successful primary
teacher is not now led to seek a grammar grade because the
salary is more. She can now receive as much as any other
grade, the only point considered being length of successful ex-
perience, and our lower grades will not be obliged frequently to
change teachers, the best being advanced to higher schools.
The Board still reserves to itself the power to increase or di-
minish salaries in individual cases as the necessities of the
case may seem to demand. When the new schedule of salaries
went inf-o effect, each teacher was placed on the new scale at
the point equal to the salary she was then receiving. Merely
years of experience will not advance the salary necessarily.
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The experience must be valuable, must be successful. Sevenil
salaries were not advanced because, in the opinion of th<;
Board, the work had not been of fufficient merit.
Our salaries are still very low when compared with other cit-
ies. The following taken from our report for 1887 is the aver-
age paid in cities and towns of New England of about the same
size as Portsmouth :
(iraimnar. liitf'rniediate. Primarj'.
Max. Mill. Max. Miii. Max. Min.
Average tor -24 ,-it iesan.l towns, So40 8409 $4G0 $389 S441 $3l)H
Poptsuiouth 4(30 300 450 300 450 300
When we consider that a teacher must be fed, clothed, and
sheltered for fifty-two weeks every year, avc find that at our
minimum salary our teachers receive $5.73 a week, and at the
maximum only S8.65. At these wages we cannot expect them
to improve themselves during vacations by travel, or by attend-
ing summer schools.
The new schedule of salaries is as follows : For the first
year of auccessfal experience $300 ; second year $325 ; third
$350 ; fourth $375 ; fifth §400 ; sixth and subsequent years
$450. For the encouragement and retention of our best
teat hers, there should be a higher grade than our highest, and
onl}- real merit should be allowed to win the reward. All per-
sonal considerations should be laid aside and the teacher
judged solely on her abilities.
teacher's meetin(;s.
In addition to the general meetings at which matters pertain-
ing to all grades of work are discussed, the teachers have met
at the Superintendent's office once each month by grades, to
compare the work of the month in their respective schools, and
to talk over plans for the next month. By means of these
meetings the schools in the different sections of the city have
made about the same relative progress. The teachers find this
plan of comparing notes the most helpful of any that has been
adopted. At tlie general meetings, held at sliort intervals, the
following topics have been discussed :
"Use of Supplementary Reading," " School Laws of the
State," "Punishments," "Drawing," "Promotions," "Phon-
ics," "Accuracy in School Work," "Illustrative Teaching,"
"Primary Reading."
The Teachers' Association has continued its work through
the year. The stud^' of Compayre's Ilistor}' of Pedagogy wah
continued till the summer vacation, and the subject of Physiol-
ogy and Hygiene begun in October. There has been a notice-
able revival of interest in this Association, which is conducted
entirely by the teachers without assistance from vhe school
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autliorities. A few teachers, however, are never seen at its
uieethigs.
The utility of frequent meetings for the interchange of
thoughts on pedagogical subjects is unquestioned. If one
teacher invents a device that assists her in her work, she his
here tlie opportunity to give all the benefit of her experipnce,
and to have intelligent criticism upon its merits from different
standpoints. Classes of children with which to illustrate the
principles under discussion have been brought to some of these
meetings.
FKEE TEXT BOOKS.
A permissive act, allowing towns to furnish books to pupils,
free of cost, was passed by the legislature of 1883 as follows :
"Any town, or any district, at any lawful meeting, may
raise money \:y taxation, or otherwise, for supplying the schol-
ars in the common schools with suitable school-books free of
charge."
It is a matter of regret to all interested in the develop-
ment of our schools that the compulsor}' act failed to pass in
1887. The experience of those who have had the benefit of the
free text book law in Massachusetts and elsewhere is that it
economizes time and material, and increases the attendance at
8ct)ool. The question of economy of time becomes a very se-
rious one in a state in which the average length of time a pupil
attends school is only thirty-three months. At the beginning
of each term much time is wasted, because all are not supplied
with the necessary books, and some go on several weeks with-
out them. If the city owned its books, the schools would be
ready to begin work the first morning of the term. North
Hampton and Dover are two of our neighl)ors who have seen
the advantages of the system, and have furnished theii- pupils
with free books. The North Hampton committee in its last re-
port says: "!f it is wisdom to secure the best teachers, it is
also wisdom to give them well furnished rooms, and in I'very
way make the conditions favorable to success ; if it is wise to
educate our children, it is also wise to give them the best ma-
terial with which to develop their minds,—improved text-
books, books of relerence, in fact every needful supply that
shall tend to the most rapid progress and the most thorough
scholarship. The natural results of a free text-book system
are in this direction."
I cannot put the matter more clearly and forcibly than to
quote from the very able report of our State .Superintendent.
"The district furnishes free schoolhouses, free fin-niture, free
apparatus, and free teacheis, why not fiee text-books as well
and open the schools to the poorest? The patriotic purpose of
the public school is universal education, but the object cannot
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be reached if we throw the expense" of text-books upon those
who have nothing with which to buy. Experience shows that
from ten to twenty per cent, of the school population is exclu-
ded b\' this burden."
"But we are told that books are now free to the poor. Yes,
and so is the county farm, but thev decline your charity, knd I
am glad of it. I honor the American citizen whose self-respect
and parental affection will not allow his child to be stigmatized
as a pauper in the knowledge of his companions. The sense of
inferiority blights the genius of nobility, and dries up the joy
of youth at its source. A child should not be punished for its
poverty in a democratic system of education. To humiliate
scholars at every grade of their progress is a poor way to build
up a manly and womanly character, fitted for the responsibili-
ties of a free citizenship. The example is as hurtful, also, to
the children of the rich as to those of the poor. It begets in
them arrogance, conceit, and an impression of superioritv un-
favorable to the idea that character is to be measured by intel-
lectual and moral standards, rather than by accidental social
distinction."
''Compulsory education and free text-books should stand to-
gether in a system of school laws. We should say that a law
requiring a father, whose income from the hardest toil and
closest economy could not lift his family above the starvation
line, to feed and clothe liis children sumptuously every day,
was absurd. Have we not laws upon the statute book as un-
reasonable a^, this? We should not punish a man with fines
and imprisonment for disobedience to a law which he has not
the power to obey."
In Massachusetts it is estimated that the school attendance
has been increased fully ten per cent, since the free text-book
law went into efft-ct in 1884.
Dover and Concord have taken advantage of the permissive
act of 1883, and now provide free public schools in every
sense. The cost of furnishing books, stationery and all neces-
sary supplies to 171 pupils in the High school, and 1373 in
in all other grades in Concord was $1,188.20 the first year, and
$500 a year the succeeding ones. The average annual expense
per capita for ten years in Fall River, Mass., was $0.<i4, for
five years in Lewiston, Maine, $0.76.
A special committee from the Dover School Committee in
1884 after careful inquiry gave the following estimate as to the
annual cost to parents of providing their children with books
and supplies :
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terest is not manifested in all the seliools of the city, for such
visits are very helpful, not only encouraging to the teacher,
who feels that some interest is taken in her work by parents,
but also gratifying to the pupils who are receiving lessons in
self possession and self confidence b}' talking and reciting in
the presence of strangers.
The utility of such a school is obvious when we consider the
demands of our schools for new and experienced teachers.
For an inexperienced teacher to take charge of a school is fatal
to the best progress of the school. The teacher learns at the
expense of the pupils, whose time, therefore, has to be partly
wasted while the teacher is acquiring her methods b} experi-
ence. The public school was established for the benefit and ad-
vancement of the child, not of the teacher. To place girls who
know nothing of school room methods in charge of a class of
forty or fifty to teach it is giving the benefit to the wrong party.
The training school overcomes this obstacle, and we have a
corps of graduates who understand the details of school rou-
tine, who have learned to teach the different subjects according
to the most approved methods, and who, when placed in inde-
pendent positions, will know how to go to work.
The number of graduates from the school the past year has
been five ; of these, two are teaching in Portsmouth, two have
accepted in other places better positions than we could offer
them, and one is still not regularly employed, serving as sub-
stitute when needed. There are five in the class to be graduat-
ed February 1, 1889, and thi'ee juniors. No anxiety need be
felt that we shall provide such a large army cf teachers, that
we shall not know what to do with them. Some will he needed
here in Portsmouth, others will teach elsewhere.
The number of new teachers each year is much greater than
many suppose, for the changes coming gradually, one at a time,
are not noticed. The new appointments for the last ten years
are given below. These are taken from the only source of in-
formation available, the salary lists.
Number of new appointments 1879 . . 4
1880 . . .4
" " '• 1881 . . 5
1882 . . .5
" '' " 1883 . . 5
1884 . . .7
" " " 1885 . . 4
" " " 1886 . . .4
" *' " 1887 . . 7
" " " 1888 . . .5
The cost of the school has this 3'ear been less than it would
have been had it been conducted upon the same plan as the
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other buildings. The average salar}' in our present schedule is
$37o, and the maximum S4oO. Four teachers at the" average
salary would make the annual expense $1500 ; at the maxi-
mum $1800; while the cost of maintaining the school during
the first year of its existence was only $1366.65.
The report of the Principal of the school is subjoined.
To the Superintendent of Schools.
Sir : The following report of the work of the Cabot Train-
ing School for the past year is respectfully submitted :
The course of study pursued b}' the pupil-teachers has been
substantially that outlined in the report for last year. This
course includes School Laws of New Hampshire, Pedagogy
—
including Psychology, Principles of Teaching, and Methods of
Teaching,—School Economy, History of Education, and Phys-
iology. The pupil-teachers have al*^o given much attention to
preparing and presenting teaching exercises. Examinations
have been given in all the studies named, excepting Physiolo-
gy, the study of which is not yet completed. At your request,
I append a list of questions selected from the examinations.
The seniors have had charge of the rooms, and have been in
a measure responsible for the discipline of the rooms in which
they were placed. The juniors have recited in normal work,
have observed the work of the seniors and the i)rincipal, and.
during the latter part of the junior term, have occasionally
taken charge of a recitation.
The progress made by the children during the year has been
on the whole much greater than we expected under the condi-
tions of establishing a training school. We do not claim to
have secured better results than many other schools of the city,
we feel that to have reached the average was all that could
reasonably be demanded of us this year ; and if by hard work
we have achieved more than this, still some of the success is
also due to the excellent training many of the children had
received from former teat^hers at Cabot street.
The school has suffered severely the past three months from
measles and diphtheria, two of the rooms having more than
half the children absent day after day on account of these dis-
eases.
A complaint common among teachers is, "• M}' scholars do
not do themselves justice when we have visitors, we have so
few cullers." We have been more fortunate in that respect
the largest number of visitors enrolled in any one room from
September to June being three hundred and seventeen.
The following table gives statistics concerning the pupil-
teachers :
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Whole number of pupils enrolled in 1888, includ-
ing class promoted to grammar school 250
Number of pupil-teachers enrolled in 1888 14
" " graduated in 1888 5
" " resigned in 1888 1
'^ '^ to be graduated Feb. 1, '89 5
December 28, 1888. J. B. STUART, Principal.
We have now completed two full 3'ears of work in music
under the direction of a trained teacher in the art, and the re-
sults are very encouraging. This short experience shows the
utility of systematic instruction in place of the desultory, hap-
hazard mode of rote singing by which our schools were former-
ly cheered. No one denies that singing should find a phxce in
every school to enliven the spirits of the pupils, and make the
work more cheerful and interesting. The same amount of en-
ergy spent in systematic instruction as liad formerly been put
into teaching a few rote songs for the purpose of imparting a
little cheer to the routine work has accomplished much. Fif-
teen minutes a day is the average amount of time allowed for
this branch, with one lesson a week from the Director of Music.
Yet in that short time our grammar grades have learned to sing
at sight in any key songs of medium difficulty in three parts,
while our intermediate and higher primaries can do the same in
two part songs. If an}' one doubts the utility of tliis instruc-
tion let him visit the schools snd observe the work before ex-
pressing an opinion.
Music is refining and elevating in its tendencies, more so
than any other study, and wisel_y directed becomes one of the
most effective means of discipline,
"Since nought so stockish, hard, and full of rage,
But music for the time doth change his nature."
Your attention is invited to the report of the Director of
Music.
To Mr. C. H. Morss, Siqjcrintendent of Schools.
Dear Sir : In submitting my report on music, I shall brief-
ly note the work taken b}' the classes in the several grades.
What success has attended the growth and development of
singing, has been accomplished through the regular teachers
who have faithfully followed the work planned out for them,
and I wish to express myself as highly pleased with the way in
which, especially the primary work, has been presented. Not
hoio much but hoiv tvell ; not the quantity but the (juality of the
singing, are the points to be considered in estimating the re-
sults of the instruction.
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The Modulator with all classes, has been handled with much
profit, some of the teachers showing much skill in developing
the various formulas used, and in teaching the relative pitch of
sounds.
A sufficient number of First and Second Readers has been
purchased to make the study of singing more systematic and
progressive, and I trust more may be taken before the close of
the school year.
Supplementary work has been introduced occasionally in
one, two and three parts for the purpose of gaining more in-
telligence in music. I would advise more visits from the Board
with a careful examination occasionally
The following is an outline of the work during the past jear :
Primary.
A daily study of the Modulator with dictation exercises in
two, three and four part measure. Chart exercises to the
key of A. Review of the same with the names covered.
Several rote songs from First Reader.
Tntermei>iate.
The study of the Modulator using the pitch names. Study
of the sounds of the chromatic scale as mental objects.
Singing from the scale ladder in two parts. Second Reader
as far as page 18, with dictation exercises preceding each
number. Writing exercises in two, three and four part meas-
ure in the keys of C and G.
Grammar.
A thorough study of more varieties of measure. Singing
in two and three parts from the chart and Second Reader.
Study of the chromatic and minor scales. P^xamination of
voices and assigning parts.
Very good work is being done in not a few of the classes
in this grade.
Hkjh.
The Mason Reader is used, and twelve pieces have been
taken from it, with six, three and four part songs from the
Coda, work especially arranged for this grade. Daily drill
from the second chart in two or three part singing.
But a small part of the work accomplished in the different
schools is given in this outline. With the new year, I feel we
may look for better results by having the hearty support of the
teachers, and a growing desire on the part of the scholars to
develop their talent for music. I trust ere long to find our city





A few of our schoolt; are doing good work in drawing, but
there is great lack of uniformity arising from lack of proper
preparation on the part of the teachers. The aim to be at-
tained in this department is little understood. One teacher
will spend all her energies to secure the drawing of accurate
lines, straight and curved ; another seems to think the all im-
portant thing the accurate definition of rhombus, trapezium
and the other geometrical terms ; another makes designs the
main aim ; still another working drawings. Each teacher
teaches on that line which she best knows. Drawing from the
object, though the most important, is the least understood,
therefore the least taught. The departments of music and
writing have accomplished so much under theii- special instruc-
tors that it seems the part of wisdom to put drawing on a sim-
ilar basis. If the Board deem it inexi)edient to employ a spe-
cial instructor for this branch, ariangeinents should be made
for instructing our regular teachers that they may carry on this
study more effectually than they now do. Concord and >«ash-
ua deem the study of sufficient importance to emplo}' a special
teacher to diiect the work.
As before stated, the aim of this study in the public schools
is little understood by those who do not consider the education-
al principle involved. A parent made this request: ''I want
m}' son excused from drawing because he will never have occa-
sion to use it ; he has got to work for a living." This illus-
trates a common misconception of the subject, viz. : that it is
an ornamental study, an accomplishment for polite society, but
not needed for the working class. Drawing as taught in mod-
ern schools is not the making of pictures, the decorating a page
of white paper with pretty things, or something merely to
please the eye. It is used as a means not an end ; and as a
means to that end to which all school work tends, mental de-
velopment. It is training the mind to accuracy of perception
by training the eye to see exactly, and the evidence that the eve
sees exactly is shown by the representation made by the hand.
This is one phase, the most important, and is secured I)}- draw-
ing from the object. Another phase is invention, secun d bv
designing. The result of this study may have a commercial
value in the case of pupils peculiarly talented, but such is not
the aim of the teaching. Everybody should understand the
'language of form," for it is helpful in all lines of wx)rk. All
the studies of our curriculum are, or should be, mutually help-
ful, and, where drawing is properly taught with the true aim
steadily in view, all the work of the school feels its influence.
The drawing lesson furnishes excellent opportunities to train
our pupils to habits of accuracv, order and neatness. My
observation has been that a set of carelessly kept, untidv draw-
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iug books indicates careless work in all other studies,and I find
that those schools showing the best results in drawing have the
same standard of excellence in other branches.
Drawing has a decided value in our school work. When
considernig the merits of the study it should be borne in mind
that drawing is one mode of expressing thought, and as such
holds an important place in the school. It also trains the
memory and forms habits of close observation and attention.
PUNISHMENTS.
One of the greatest improvements that we have noticed is in
the moral atmosphere of the school room. Formerh- the teach-
er's authority was maintained vi et armis as the total number
of corporal punishments, 654 for 1886 shows. The earliest ef-
forts of your Superintendent on taking charge of the schools in
September, 1886,were directed to bettering the discipline of the
various rooms. By this we do not infer that disorder w^as com-
mon, or that the schools were unruly. On the contrary they
were, as a rule, quiet, but it was the quiet of suppression, rather
than that of voluntary self-control. If the pupil is restraiaed
from wrong doing only through fear of punishment, he has re-
ceived no equipment fitting him to go forth among men, whei-e
that fear is no longer potent. Teach him to control his pas-
sions, to yield his individual will for the good of the many, to
govern himself, and you give him a power that tits him to meet
the world. Dr. William T. Harris calls the use of the rod an
excessive help in discipline. ''There is," he says, "the old re-
gime which administered the rod industriously, and sought by
an oppressive system of espionage to prevent the growth of evil
habits. It was excessive help. The doing of good was to be
made easy by the aid of bodily terror, and by the consciousness
of vigilant supervision. Another person's will was to penetrate
the sacred limits of the pupil's individuality, and take away his
autonomy. The building up of walls round the pupil to shield
him from bad external influences had the effect of weakening
his will power, and first making him an unmoral being—after-
wards to grow into an immoral and corrupt one. After the pu-
pil left school and came upon the world, he felt the need of the
master's rod and threatening look, and, not finding this or a
substitute for it, he found in himself no strength to meet temp-
tation. Excessive helps in the way of harsh punishments and
rigid supervision hinder the development of the will, and tend
to form moral dwarfs, or moral monsters."
If children were trained and their moral sensibilities cultiva-
ted to the extent that they govern themselves, the teacher's
presence in the school room would be necessary only for teach-
ing. This is no Utopian idea. Many of our schools today are
so disciplined that the teacher's presence is not necessary to
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enforce order,—the order being equally good when tlie teacher
is called from the room. Under the discipline of the rattan
such things were impossible ; for, remove fear and restraint in
the bodily presence of the teacher, and the natural reaction is
confusion and disorder. Our teachers have labored to improve
the moral conditions of their schools, and the discipline of all
our rooms is greatly improved. The following list sliows what
an improvement has been made. (No records on this subject
l)revious to 1886 having been preserved only the number since
then can be given :)
188G
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we are obliged to heat that we coinphiin of. Not only is it
necessary to provide for the removal of the foul air, but provis-
ion ought also to be made for the introduction of fresh air
without causing draughts upon the children. The doors and
windows are our only resource in the present state of affairs,
and numerous colds, sore throats and kindred disorders resu't.
Any one who will take the trouble to enter one of onr school
rooms on a cold day will be compelled to acknowledge that
wood stoves are not the proper means of supplying heat to
school rooms. The inequalities of temperature in different
parts of the room were shown in our report for 1887. Except
in very mild weather the temperature of the floors seldom rises
above fifty-six degrees. If we must continue to use our an-
tique wood stoves, they ought to be "jacketed" with sheet iron
or zinc, and the space between the jacket and the stove con-
nected with the outside air on the principle of the cold air box
of a furnace. With such a means for supplying fresh, our few
ventilating flues might be made of little service to remove the
foul air. At present the latter are of very little service as
there are no means for establishing a circulation.
The attention of the City Councils should bo called to the in-
adequate supply of light in most of our rooms. The tables
taken from the' Report of the State Board of Health show how
very injurious some of our rooms must be to the eyes of our pu-
pils. The Haven School is particularly bad in this respect.
From Animal Beport of State Board of Health, 1888.
THE SCHOOLHOUSES OF PORTSMOUTH.
There are man}' factors to ]>e taken into consideration in de-
termining what constitutes a healthful schoolroom, but there
are certain definite conditions without which such a room can-
not be had. In the first place location is all-important, and,
secondly, structural requirements ; then come questions of mi-
nor magnitude, though no less essential to the welfare of the
pupil.
In the following tables we have attempted to show the exact
condition of each schoolroom in Portsmouth as accurately as
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cubic feet per attendant, and in only one of these (room No. 6,
Haven school) does it fall much below the allowable minimum
standard. With these limited exceptions the space is ample,
provided it was accompanied with a system of ventilation that
would change the air as often as necessary to maintain in it a
healthful degree of purity.
TABLE NO. 4.
SHOWING MEANS OF VENTILATION.
Bartlett, register in ceiling and window boards.
Bartlett, flues on either side of the room at the top and bottom.
Cabot St., No. I, window boards.
Cabot St., No. 2, registers in top and bottom of ventilating flue;
window boards.
Cabot St., No. 3, window boards.
Cabot St., No. 4, registers in top and bottom of ventilating flue;
window boards.
Franklin, ist floor, flues at top of room ; window boards.
Franklin, 2nd floor, four ventilators in fluec near top of room; four
window boards.
Haven, No. i, i-egisters at topand bottoim of room and indirectly by
radiators.
Haven, No. 2, registers in flue; fresh air admitted at the bottom of
the radiator.
Haven, No. 3, ventilating register near the ceiling and slides behind
the radiators.
Haven, No. 4, flues at top and bottom of room ; window boards and
through radiators.
Haven, No. 5, flues at top and bottom of room and through the radi-
ators.
Haven, No. 6, not stated.
Haven, No. 7, flues at top of room and through the radiators.
High, 1st floor, two ventilators near floor in flue and two three-fourths
up the wall.
High, 2d floor, two ventilators near floor in flue and two three-fourths
up the wall.
Jones, No. i, one flue, 10 by 14 inches, at top of room.
Jones, No. 2, one flue at top of room.
Jones, No. 3, one ventilator in chimney near top of room.
Jones, No. 4, one ventilator near top of room, no way of reaching it.
Lafayette, no provision for ventilation.
Peabody, one ventilating register in ceiling; two registers in flues at
top and bottom of room, cold air entering through these at the bottom
of the room and blowing directly on teacher and pupils.
Peabodv, no means of ventilation.
Spalding, no means of ventilation.
Spalding, registers at top and bottom of flue.
Walker, No. i, four ventilating flues, but of no use.
Walker, No. 2, fouf ventilating flues, but of no use.
Walker, No. 3, three registers, two in flues at top of room, one back
of stove at bottom of room, of very little use.
Walker, No. 4, one ventilator of little use.
District No. i, one register at back of room.
District No. 2, ventilating registers in flues.
The above table shows the means used to ventilate^the sever-
al schoolrooms of the city, and so far as they serve_^any pur-
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pose whatever should be cxedited against the charges contained
in Table No. 3. To any one unfamiliar with the structural re-
quirements of good ventilation, it might seem that ample pro-
vision in this direction had been made, upon glancing at Table
No. 4. Such, however, is not the fact. Not unfrequently
ventilating flues and registers are of no account whatever, be-
cause the other conditions requisite to maintaining a circulation
are wanting. Again, the registers are often closed when most
needed, in order to save heat enough to keep the room^ warm
on a cold day. In some instances tlie ventilating flues open
into the attic, from which there is no ventilation. Thus in
many ways the purposes of registers and flues are thwarted,
and the only thing remaining in connection therewith is the
structures themselves, and a belief that good ventilation lias
been secured.
TABLE NO. 5-
SHOWING PER CENT OF LIGHTING SI'ACE TO FLOOR SPACK ; ALSO
HOW WINDOWS ARE SHADED.
Bartlett, ten per cent; has blinds.
Bartlett, eight per cent; has none.
Cabot St., No. I, eleven per cent; has shutters.
Cabot St., No. 2, fourteen per cent; has shutters.
Cabot St., No. 3, twenty per cent; has shutters.
Cabot St., No. 4, fourteen per cent; has shutters.
Franklin, ist floor, seven per cent; has curtains.
Franklin, 2d floor, ten per cent; has curtains.
Haven, No. i, nine per cent; has blinds.
Haven, No. 2, nine per cent; has blinds to two or three windows.
Haven, No. 3, seven per cent; has blinds.
Haven, No. 4, eight per cent; has blinds.
Haven, No. 5, seven per cent; has blinds and curtains.
Haven, No. 6, six per cent; has blihds and curtains.
Haven, No. 7, ten per cent; has curtains.
High, 1st floor, eleven per cent; has blinds.
High, 2d floor, fourteen per cent; has blinds.
Jones, No. i, fourteen per cent; has blinds.
Jones, No. 2, fourteen per cent; has blinds.
Jones, No. 3, twelve per cent; has blinds.
Jones, No. 4, fifteen per cent; has blinds.
Lafayette, sixteen percent; has curtains.
Peabodj, seven per cent; has blinds.
Peabody, eight per cent; has none.
Spalding, thirteen per cent; has blinds and curtains.
Spalding, twelve per cent; has blinds and curtains.
Walker, No. i, nineteen per cent; has curtains on one side of looin.
Walker, No. 2, thirteen per cent; has curtains on one side of )ooin.
Walker, No. 3, nineteen per cent; has curtains on one side of room.
Walker, No. 4, eleven per cent; has curtains.
District No. i, eighteen per cent; has either blinds or curtains.
District No. 2, nine per cent; has blinds.
The amount of lighting space required depends upon location
with reference to other buildings, trees, etc., that may shad^i
the windows of a room. Many ruuhorities ngrec that all
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schoolrooms should have lighting space equal to twenty-five
per cent of the floor space, while under the most favored situa-
tions in reference to light the space should not be less than six-
teen and two-thirds per cent.
It will be seen that in twenty-seven out of the thirty-two
rooms above given the area of lighting space is below the low-
er figures above given, while in several rooms the light is sadly
deficient.
The direction from which the light is received is shown in
Table No- 6.
TABLE No. 6.
SHOWING LOCATION OF WINDOWS.
Bartlett, right, left, and back
Bartlett, right, left, and back
Cabot St.No. I, right and left
Cabot St. No. 2, right, left and front
Cabot St. No. 3, right, left and front
Cabot St. No. 4, right, left and front
Franklin, first floor, right, left, and
back
Franklin, second floor, on all sides
Haven, No. i, left and back
'Haven, No. 2, left and back
iHaven, No. 3, left and back
Haven, No. 4, right and back
Haven, No. 5, right and back
Haven, No. 6, left and back
IHaven, No. 7, right and back
High, first floor, right, left, and
tack
High, second floor, right, left, and
back
Jones, No. i, right, left, and back
Jones, No. 2, right, left, and back
Jones, No. 3, right, left, and back
Jones, No. 4, right, left, and back
Lafayette, on all sides
Peabodj, on all sides
Peabody, on all sides
Spalding, right, left, and back
Spalding, right and left
Walker, No. i, right and left
Walker, No. 2, right and left
Walker, No. 3, right and left
Walker, No. 4, right and left
District No. i, right, left, and back
District No. 2, on all sides
Schoolrooms .should be lighted from not more than two sides
in order to avoid crosslights that are injurious to the eyes. In
mo instance should light be allowed to enter in front of the pupil.
TABLE No.
SHOWING FACTS RELATING TO PRIVIES.
Bartlett, each house has two or more; separate for the sexes ; two
feet and eight feet from the house; in good condition.
Cabot Street, thirty-five feet from house: in bad condition.
Franklin, twenty-four feet from house; in good condition.
Haven, thirty-six feet from house; in fair condition.
High, connected with house; in good condition.
Jones, fourteen feet from house; in bad condition.
Lafayette, twenty-eight feet from house; in fair condition.
Peabody, twenty-four feet from house : in bad condition.
Spalding, twenty-three feet from house; in fair condition.
Walker, sixteen and one-half feet from house; in fair condition.
District No. i, twenty feet from house; in good condition.
District No. 2, forty feet from house; in good condition.
Only five privies out of the twelve were classed as in good
condition. "Fair" is only a degree of "bad" in such cases.
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During the last two years many improvements have been
made in the line of rendering the rooms less injurious to
health. The following is a list of the most important
changes
:
Walker, all the seats turned so that pupils no longer face a strong
light.
Franklin, wardrobes built to obviate the necessity of hanging cloth-
ing in the school rooms. Seats placed nearer the desks to keep pupils
from stooping and becoming round shoulderd.
Cabot Street, new desks and chairs in place of uncomfortable, un-
sightly old ones.
Jones, privies removed, and old vault filled; cellar cleared of
rubbish.
Haven, building heated by steam instead of by wood stoves.
Much ought yet to be done to make our school rooms safe
resorts for five hours each day. It is plainly impossible for
the Committee on School Houses to accomplish any more than
they do with the very .small sum of money at their disposal.
PROMOTIOXS.
The last series of promotions with written examinations
as the basis was given in June 1886. Since that time the
pupils have been advanced on the recommendation of the
teacher, who, knowing the capabilities of the children more
intimately than any one else can, is the best judge of their
fitness for promotion. This method has proved ver}- satis-
factory, and fewer con)plaints from parents are heard.
Every month each teacher records in the promotion book,
which is kept at the office of the Superintendent, her estimate
of the quality of the work done during the month by each
pupil. The grades of the estimate are excellent^ good^ fi<'ir,
poor, and very poor. The average of these ten separate
estimates ought to give a pretty correct idea of the work done
by each pupil during the year. At the end of the school
year certificates of promotion are issued to those who have
done faithful, honest work during the year.
B}^ this method greater satisfaction is given and less friction
occasioned than by any other method we have employed.
Last June the second series of promotions by recommendation
was made, and only two cases of dissatisfaction with the re-
sults were reported. This method seems to us the most just
one to the student that we have used, and pupils feel the effect
of it in their work ; and seeing the need of daily effort, they
do better work than under a system that allows them to slide
along till an examination period, and then, by cramming for
a few days, pass the test. Examinations are used more to di-
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rect the teacher's work, and prevent her wandering too far
from the course of study than for the grading of the pupils.
They serve to show the teacher where the weak points are
and wiiere she needs to put more work.
In conclusion I wish to express 1113' appreciation of the
hearty cooperation of the teachers in our efforts to advance





REPORT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL.
To the High School Committee.
Gentlemen : The statistics of the High School for the year
ending June 30, 1888, are as follow^s :
Whole number of different pupils registered 126
Average number belonging 119
Average daily attendance 114
Percentage of daily attendance 96
Number of tardinesses 465
Number of pupils who have not been absent or tardy 6
Number of pupils over fifteen years of age 106
Number of pupils under fifteen years of age 20
The class that was graduated numbered thirty-six, the larg-
est number for ten years. The number of graduates varies
greatly from year to year as the list below shows. The reas-




CLASSICAL COURSE. FOUR YEARS.
Mary B. Cotton, Martha S. Kimball.
P^milv I. Hoyt, Sadie H. deRochemont,
Ralph H. Sweetser.






























Israel H. Washburn, Jr
SPECIAL COURSE.
Agnes M. Fernald, four years.
William B. Brooks, Jr., three years.




Number to enter College 3^














Number who entered College, Fall '88 2"
" " " Scientific Schools, Fall '88 4
Your attention is invited to the law requiring physiology and
hygiene to be taught in all grades ot schools above the pri-
mary.
(SENERAL LAWS, CHAP. 89, SECT. 10.
"The school board may prescribe suitable rules and regula-
tions for the attendance on, management, studies, classifica-
tion, and discipline of the schools whewever they deem the
same necessary, jjrovided^ that physiology and hygiene, in-
cluding special reference to the effects of alcoholic stimulants
and narcotics upon the human system, shall be prescribed in
all mixed schools, and in all graded schools above the primar^-
gi-ade."
This subject is at present not included in the course of study
for the High School.
Respectfully submitted,
C. H. MORSS, A. M.,
Superintendent of Schools.




Of orders drawn by the Board of Instruction and the High
School Committee.
SALARIES.
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Length of schools in weeks 40
Whole number of different pupils registered 1649
Average number belonging to the schools 1321
Average daily attendance 1181
Percentage of daily attendance 89.3
Number of pupils who have not been absent, tardy or dis-
missed 20
Number of visits by superintendent 471
Number of visits b}' committee 8.3
Number of visits by others 937
Total visits 1493
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Whole nnmber of pupils exclusive of those who had been




Number of pupils under five ^-ears of age 5
" " " over fifteen years of age 149
" " " between five and fifteen years of age 1340
" " " under six years of age 116
" " " over sixteen years of age 81
" " " between six and sixteen years of age 1297











EXAMINATION QUESTIONS, TKAINING SCHOOL.
HISTORY OF EDUCATION.
1. Among the ancients, what classes were educated in In-
dia? In Egypt? In Greece? In Rome?
2. What was the object of Chinese education? Of Atheni-
an education? Of Spartan education?
3. After the Christian Era what people led for many cen-
turies in founding schools and libraries?
4. Name some persons interested in education who lived
between 500 a. d. and 1000 a. d,
5. In what centuries were the following colleges founded :
—
Oxford? Cambridge? Heidelberg?
6. Describe the state of education in Europe during several
centuries preceding the Renaissance.
7. What does "Renaissance" mean? To what movement
in the world's history is it applied?
8. To the revival of what literature did it lead?
9. What name was siven to the religious renaissance?
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What were some of the causes of this movemcut? In what
century did it occur?
10. Name four men connected with this movement.
11. What ,'ft'ect did these revivals of religion and literature
have upon the schools of Europe?
12. Name some of the prominent writers upon education
during the 17th and 18th centuries.
13. Who wrote the Emilef Describe the work.
14. Who founded the Society of Jesus? What were its
members called? What was its object?
15. What were the Little Schools of Port Royal? By
whom founded ? With what success ?
16. Describe some of the methods used at Port Royal.
What method in use at the present time was originated there ?
17. Mention two great men of later times famous for dis
coveries in educational science.
18. Tell what each did for primary schools.
19. When were kindergartens first established?
20. Tell briefl}' what you know of kindergartens,—tiieir
aims and methods.
SCHOOL ECONOMY.
1. What is the object of study?
2. Name some incentives to study.
3. Argumenis in favor of giving prizes.
4. Give as many arguments as 3'ou can against the practice
of giving prizes.
5. Ridicule and sarcasm as incentives to slud3^
6. AVhen may emulation, merit marks, or fear of punish-
ment be used?
7. What are the objects of the recitation?
8. Mention four ways of conducting a recitation.
9. Name two points to be observed in giving physical ex-
ercises. Two things to be avoided.
10. Mention five legitimate forms of punishment.
11. What is your opinion of the advisability of detaining
children in the schoolroom at recess or at noon as a punish-
ment? Give your reasons.
12. Would you use rewards? Give reasons for your an-
swer.
13. Mention some offences you consider worthy of corporal
punishment. Give the circumstances of the cases.
14. Name at least eight things to be considered before ad-
ministering corporal punishment.
15. To what extent should children be allowed to ask ques-
tions when not reciting?
16. Mention at least five points in which a teacher should
make preparation before entering a new school.
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17. Name five provisions in regard to orcliei- to whidi a
teacher should give attention.
18^. Distinguish between order and discipline.
SCHOOL LAWS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
1. Name three sources from which towns may obtain mon-
ey for the support of schools.
2. What amount are towns required to raise for the support
of schools ?
3. What is the literary fund? For what may it be used?
How is it assigned?
4. Explain the law abolishing school districts. When and
how may towns return to the disti-ict system ?
5. What is the law relating to teachers' certificates? To
the dismissal of teachers?
6. How often may text-books be changed?







8. What time is allowed teachers for visiting schools and
institutes?
9. What is the law relating to employment of children in
manufacturing and mercantile establishments ?
10. What authority over the children has the teacher out of
school hours ?
PSYCHOLOGY.
1. Through what medium do we gain knowledge of external
objects? Give a brief analysis of the power which acts through
this medium.
2. Define imagination. Of what use is this power in gain-
ing knowledge ? What studies are most useful in cultivating
the imagination ?
3. Define induction and deduction. Apply each of these
methods to the teaching of fractions.
4. How is the term methods used as applied to teaching?
5. What do you include in the term teaching?
6. What faculties of the mind do you design to cultivate by
the study of geography ?
7. Name the powers of the mind. Which are most active
in childhood?
8. In view of this fact, what should chai-acterize the teach-
ing of young children ?
9. Define objective teaching. Mention successive steps.
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